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   SECTION 7 BEST PRACTICE ANALYSIS: CASE STUDIES  
 

 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

“Industrial Development Zones” is a uniquely South African concept and is based on the 

Export Processing Zones (EPZ’s), which have been established throughout the world. 

These two concepts imply the same exemptions from import duties, but with the provision 

that South Africa’s labour legislation applies as elsewhere in the country. The EPZ concept 

can be uniquely applied in different parts of the world, based on each country’s local 

circumstances. 

 

The IDZ is therefore a type of customs-privileged area like the so-called Free Trade Zones 

(FTZ’s) and their adaptation, the EPZ’s, which in turn were preceded by free ports and free 

cities dating back to the Hanseatic League of medieval times and even to some of the 

trading towns of antiquity. Today, such customs-privileged areas have been categorised into 

five types: 

 

� Free ports 

� Free Trade Zones 

� Transit zones 

� Free perimeters 

� Special customs-privileged facilities. 

 

Of these, Free Trade Zones are the most common worldwide. Unlike transit zones, where 

activities are limited to storage and distribution, Free Trade Zones allow value-adding 

activities, such as sorting, packaging and exhibition. Also, unlike free ports and free 

perimeters, which include residential and business areas, FTZ’s are isolated and fenced off 

areas, restricted to commercial activities, which exclude retail. Although some FTZ’s allow 

manufacturing, any operation, which results in a change of the customs tariff classification of 

goods, is generally not allowed. 

 

The EPZ is a modification of the FTZ concept, whereby manufacturing industries are not 

only allowed, but also encouraged, even to the exclusion of commercial activities in many 

cases. Manufactured products are mainly export-oriented, and if sold to the host country 

outside the EPZ boundaries, they are considered as imports, and are then subject to import 

duties. These zones are aimed at promoting both exports and foreign investment in the 

country concerned, in order to boost its economy. Export promotion is a strategy often used 

in developing countries in order to achieve economic growth, which overcomes balance-of-

payment constraints. 

 

Four international case studies and three national case studies were selected to illustrate a 

variety of mechanisms utilised to establish, manage and operate special development zones 

to increase the competitiveness of the country. The international case studies vary between 

Free Ports, Free Trade Zones and Export Processing Zones, depending on the local 

circumstances of the countries under investigation. The national case studies investigate 

various Industrial Development Zones within South Africa. The main criteria used to select 

these international examples were the proven success in attracting foreign investment and in 

achieving international competitiveness. The four countries that have been selected include 
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Ireland, Singapore, Dubai and Mauritius.

selected include Coega, East London and Richards Bay.

 

These case studies will determine some of the main Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s), 

which is indicative of the best practice methods used internationally

KPI’s will assist especially in the next phase (Feasibility Phase) of the study in terms of 

formulation of a comprehensive investment plan and marketing strategy for the 

IDZ. 

 

This section of the study will also focus on practical

IDZ, the corridor structure and layout will be incorporated as well as the preliminary costs of 

the IDZ will be calculated. This section will be concluded with an Economic Impact Model.

 

7.2 INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

 

7.2.1 Ireland: the Shannon Development Region

 

� Background 

 

The areas surrounding Shannon Airport 

and the Shannon region itself has a long 

tradition of industrial innovation and is 

home to a thriving population of world class 

companies, attracted by 

industrial infrastructure and a record of 

being the most profitable location in the

European Union. 

 

The Shannon Free Zone is Ireland’s largest 

cluster of especially North American 

investments and has a successful track 

record as a location of international 

companies wishing to serve the European

employed at Shannon Free Zone in a widely diverse

international service activities. The adjoining Shannon International

240 hectares and serves as one of the main incentives for business

Region. 

 

� Management – the Shannon Development Agency

 

Shannon Development is the Irish Government’s regional economic development agency for 

the Shannon Region. Since its inception, the Shannon Development Agency has built up a 

reputation for its innovative development programmes, especially created through 

cooperation with the University of Limerick and other stakeholders. Such programmes 

include its Innovative Centre programmes and the development of Ireland’s first Science and 

Technology Park at Plassey, Limerick.
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Ireland, Singapore, Dubai and Mauritius. The national case studies which have been 

selected include Coega, East London and Richards Bay. 

These case studies will determine some of the main Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s), 

indicative of the best practice methods used internationally and nat

especially in the next phase (Feasibility Phase) of the study in terms of 

a comprehensive investment plan and marketing strategy for the 

This section of the study will also focus on practical steps in order to develop the Saldanha 

IDZ, the corridor structure and layout will be incorporated as well as the preliminary costs of 

the IDZ will be calculated. This section will be concluded with an Economic Impact Model.
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and nationally. The 
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The agency’s mission is to initiate, participate in and support integrated development that will 

achieve sustained economic growth in and throughout the Shannon Region. It is envisaged 

that this will be achieved by a number of approaches, including: 

 

o Advising individuals, groups and bodies through research and information 

o Directly developing tourism, industry, services, property and other wealth-creating 

sectors 

o Self resourcing the Company through staff expertise, commercial activity and 

investments, and 

o Supporting entrepreneurs and local groups, focusing on initiatives at regional level. 

 

Shannon Development’s main responsibility is the promotion of industrial and tourism 

development in the Shannon Region. The company’s activities include overall responsibility 

of attracting investment to Shannon and negotiating Shannon’s suite of investment 

incentives, as well as facilitating on-going development of its clients. 

 

Some of the main focus areas of the Company include the following: 

 

1. Indigenous Industry 

 Shannon Development is responsible for the development of Irish indigenous 

industries in the Shannon region. The Region currently has over 750 Irish 

manufacturing and International Service companies employing in excess of 13 000 

people. The main focus of the development programme is the building of the 

competitive capability of the industries. This included the compilation of a Business 

Development Model, which places emphasis on growing sales, exports and 

employment, by helping firms to introduce new approaches to staff and technology 

development. Another initiative undertaken is the development of an “Information 

Systems Improvement Programme”, which is focused on the benchmarking of 

participating companies’ use of information systems against best practice in their 

respective industries. The Company also launched a business diagnostic package, on 

CD-ROM, to assist small and medium enterprises and organisations to meet the 

challenges represented by the changing business and technical environment. 

 

2. Sectoral Development 

 Shannon Development is responsible for a number of Sectoral Development 

Programmes to develop the region’s indigenous industry on a sectoral basis. A strong 

focus has been put on the service sector, which plays a vital role in the process of 

wealth creation and the competitiveness of the economy. 

 

3. Tourism Development 

 One of the main focus areas of Shannon Development, apart from industrial 

promotion, is the development of the tourism industry in the Shannon region. The main 

element of this development programme in recent years was the incorporation of the 

four existing castles in the region in the tourism programme. This includes the 

involvement of castle owners in the development process, renovations and castle tours 

to visitors. 

 

 Also forming part of this initiative is the “Rent an Irish Cottage” programme, through 

which self-catering facilities are provided to tourism in the form of traditionally-styled 
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Irish cottages. Other tourism marketing initiatives currently being operated through the 

Shannon Development Agency, include the marketing of the Lough Derg as “Ireland’s 

Pleasure Lake”, upgrading the tourism website, the attraction of more families to the 

area through the Shannon “Kids zone” Holidays initiative, the attraction of international 

rugby followers as tourists through the “Spirit of Rugby” campaign and the 

establishment of “Shannon Pulse”, a new tourism business measurement system for 

the Region. 

 

4. Regional Innovation Strategy 

 This strategy is focused on the identification and development of innovative products 

and processes that will generate high potential start-up businesses in the Region. 

Elements of this strategy include the establishment of a technical mentoring system, 

the development of a regional design network whereby the higher educational 

institutions can provide new design supports to enterprises, the provision of 

information to developers through a comprehensive website, the examination of gaps 

in the regional system of finance for investors and the securing of enhanced innovation 

support for the Region’s food sector. 

 

5. Filling the Equity Gap 

 Access to funding is a critical component of the venture creation process, particularly 

for start-up companies faced with high risks. For this reason, Shannon Development 

has built up an equity fund (currently exceeding £10 million), which serves the purpose 

of bridging the equity gap for many Shannon companies. During 1999, the Company 

approved equity investments totalling £2.9 million, of which £1.7 million was invested 

in a range of indigenous projects in the region. 

 

 As part of the Company’s process to establish linkages with international venture 

capital houses, Shannon Development has established a subsidiary, Shannon 

Ventures, to develop overseas contacts and networks, especially for companies that 

adopt a venture capital route to expansion. By the end of 1999, Shannon Ventures 

have established a network of 30 capital houses. 

 

6. Support for Business Networks 

 The Shannon region has reached the stage where it has critical mass in a number of 

sectors, including software, electronic sub-supply, engineering, telecommunication and 

aerospace. A number of industry networks are now emerging which are owned by 

local manufacturers for the purpose of sharing information and service. Examples 

include the ShannonSoft network and the Supply Network Shannon. 

 

7. Investment in physical resources 

 This focus area include the construction of new industrial units to meet the demand of 

existing and new investors in the region, the refurbishing of existing industrial estates 

and buildings and the provision of infrastructure to assist economic development 

across the region. 

 

8. The development of high potential start-up businesses 

 The main focus of this development area is the services provided through the 

Innovation Centre, located in the National Technology Park at Limerick. This centre is 
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considered to be the hot bed for the creation and development of new technologies, 

processes and products. 

 

The Shannon Free Zone is considered to be the Agency’s flagship product in terms of the 

level of industrial activities taking place in the region. The Shannon Free Zone is a Customs 

Free Zone, which provides a deferral system whereby duty payable on imports from non-EU 

countries is deferred until goods leave Shannon for another EU country. The Shannon Free 

Zone is zero rated for VAT purposes. 

 

The company is currently actively busy upgrading and expanding available infrastructure in 

the Free Zone and the rest of the Region on a continuous basis to enhance the 

competitiveness if the area. This includes the provision of a broadband telecoms 

infrastructure, which is important to attract IT and Internet companies. 

 

� Industry Focus 

 

Industrial activity in Shannon is still growing at a high rate. According to the Agency’s annual 

report, the region experienced a growth rate in employment of 12.5% by indigenous 

companies and industries located on the Shannon Free Zone. Overall, 2 545 new jobs were 

created in the region, with 857 being in the Shannon Free Zone. Key manufacturing sectors 

at Shannon is: 

 

o Engineering; 

o Electronics; 

o Telecommunication; 

o Aerospace; 

o Software Development and 

o Healthcare. 

 

The main international services sectors at Shannon include shared services, logistics and 

distribution, financial services, customer support and direct marketing. Several non 

manufacturing activities are also established in the area, including: 

 

o Internet-base/ eBusiness activities 

o Customer Support 

o Product fulfilment 

o Multimedia 

o Financial Services 

o Shared Services 

o Intellectual property rights management 

o Consultancy and training services 

 

Examples of leading companies in Shannon include Alcatel (France), Avocent (USA), 

Caletron Systems (USA), De Beers (RSA), GE Capital (USA), Halifax (UK), Intel – Integrated 

Access Division (USA), Lufthansa/Swissair (Germany/Switzerland), Lufthansa Technik 

(Germany), Tellabs (USA), Tyco (USA) and Virgin Express (Belgium). 
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� Facilities and services 

 

o The Shannon International Airport plays a crucial role in the sustainability and 

efficiency of the Free Zone in that it provides fast access to major international 

markets. The airport provides regular scheduled passenger services to key US 

gateways and connections to European capitals. A number of major all-cargo airlines 

operate their transatlantic services from the airport with continuing services to their 

European hubs. Custom Clearance facilities are in operation at the airport on a 24-

hour basis. These facilities also offer US pre-immigration clearance for passengers 

travelling to the US. 

 

o The National Technology Park is a Science and Technology Park located in 

Limerick that, since its inception in 1984, has become home of to a growing and 

influential nucleus of high technology and knowledge-based companies. The Park 

accommodates over 80 organisations employing close to 5 400 people. 

Organisations established here form a mix of multinational subsidiaries, Irish 

technology companies, R&D entities and support services. The main sectors are ICT, 

materials and e-Business. 

 

o Shannon Development has established a specialist unit geared to meet the sub-

supply and subcontracting needs of incoming engineering and electronic companies. 

Supply Network Shannon is an industry-led network which promotes the Region’s 

sub-supply capability and which can be of benefit to new incoming companies. The 

network serves the following purpose: 

 

• It provides the sub-supply network with a strong, visible identity which should 

become synonymous with the provision of high-quality goods and services and 

which will strengthen the international competitiveness of the region’s suppliers. 

• The network provides companies with an operating forum for the sharing of 

business information for the mutual benefit of the sector. 

• The organisation of activities such as visits, training courses, seminars and 

workshops focused on the particular requirements of the sector. 

• To provide involved companies with an opportunity to utilise all available 

resources in their marketing efforts (e.g. Internet, email, etc) 

• To assist the development of the region through the gathering of relevant 

performance data on all the sub-supply companies operating in the region 

• To generate cooperative activities in the sector through strategic partnerships, to 

help increase the value added for all involved. 

 

The thirteen operating sectors participating in the network include:  

 

• Electromechanical assembly/box build; 

• Electronic component/cable assembly; 

• Electronic and software development; 

• Fibre optic subassembly; 

• Finishing, coating and plating; 

• General engineering and fabrication; 

• Packaging, containers, boxes and labels; 

• Plastic moulding; 
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• Precision engineering and tool-making; 

• Printed circuit board assembly; 

• Special purpose machine building, and 

• Waste chemical disposal. 

 

A number of operators at Shannon provide international business users with cost-effective 

telecommunication and e-commerce solutions that suit their requirements. Examples of 

facilities and services include: 

 

o Direct fibre connections to global destinations; 

o A full range of voice and data services and diverse transmission routes, including 

International Free-phone Services; 

o A fibre optic ring facilitating Internet-based activities such as electronic software 

distribution, data warehousing, data mining, software development, electronic 

commerce and technical support; 

o Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN); 

o Virtual Private Network (VPN), and 

o GSM services. 

 

E-infrastructure and services 

As part of Government policy to make Ireland a European hub for e-commerce, the Shannon 

Development Agency established a mix of essential features that will contribute in making 

Shannon Ireland a successful location of e-commerce business. The fundamentals for 

success in e-commerce comprised of: 

 

o Strong supporting Government policy with regards to e-commerce; 

o Competitive operating environment; 

o The establishment of a e-commerce culture; 

o Abundant bandwidth and global reach; 

o A high quality and well-trained workforce with relevant skills, and 

o The right business support infrastructure. 

 

A number of telecommunication companies, such as the Silicon Valley based Basis 

Communications and TELES Ireland, are located here. Currently, an additional 400 000 sq 

ft. of advanced accommodation is being constructed which will bring the total covered space 

on the Zone to over 4 million sqft. 

 

The development of e-Business in the Shannon region is promoted by a user and enterprise-

friendly legislative environment (through the Electronic Commerce Bill), with key legislative 

provisions that ensure the validity and security of the sector. These provisions include: 

 

o Legal recognition of electronic communication and information; 

o Legal/formal recognition of electronic writing and contracts; 

o Insurance and recognition of electronic signatures; 

o The admissibility of electronic evidence in legal proceedings; 

o Accreditation and supervision of certification service providers; 

o Cryptography and individual private rights; 

o Transaction and communication security, and 

o Domain name registration. 
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Important developments and services in the e-sector include: 

 

o ShannonSoft, a network for software activities in the region, was established to 

promote Shannon as the premier IT location in Ireland. Central to this is the 

development and exchange of knowledge, intelligence and skills between member 

companies for grater competitive advantages. Members include DELL, Cabkletron 

Systems, Analog Devices, Shannon Aerospace and Tellabs. 

o The Innovation Centre is Ireland’s fist digitally-networked business incubation 

centre. The centre offers an integrated system of growing, high potential technology 

and knowledge-based companies. The Centre was established at the National 

Technology Park in Limerick by the Shannon Development Agency in 1980. The 

centre especially plays a pivotal role in the agency’s responsibility for the promotion 

and development of new, indigenous industry in the region.  

 

Companies assisted by the Innovation Centre must have the following characteristics: 

 

o Comprise a venture team 

o Are technology or knowledge intensive 

o Generate internationally-traded output and 

o Provide skilled employment 

 

Programmes that are provided by the Centre consist of the following: 

 

o A Campus Enterprise Programme. This programmes aims to facilitate 

entrepreneurs at the University of Limerick, the Limerick Institute of Technology and 

the Institute of Technology Tralee, who are involved in the creation of new, 

technology and knowledge-intensive companies. Services include, inter alia, project 

and business development advice and support, access to grants, equity and early-

stage discretionary funding, business training inputs, technical evaluation and 

guidance (including advice on patenting and licensing issues), business mentoring 

and access to the Innovation Centre's business incubation and development support 

programmes. 

o The Digitech Business Development Programme. This programme aims to 

encourage, facilitate and support the development of technology and knowledge-

intensive manufacturing and service businesses. The programme simulates aspects 

of a start-up business in its planning stage. 

o Mentor Programme. The Mentor Programme is operated by Shannon 

Development's Innovation Centre in conjunction with Enterprise Ireland throughout 

the Shannon Region. The Programme provides small and medium-sized enterprises 

with access to the expertise, experience and contacts of senior business people, who 

have retired, are approaching retirement or for some other reason have time 

available to them to assist such firms to develop further 

o Venture Development Programme. The Innovation Centre's Venture Development 

Programme is designed to meet the specific developmental needs of individual 

projects based at the Centre. Through a consultative process involving the client firm 

and one of Shannon Development's executives, business development strategies are 

put-in-place to ensure the future growth of these firms. 
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o AcceleratePLUS.com. This is a new Shannon Development initiative in partnership 

with Sun Microsystems, Oracle, Cisco Systems, eBCS and the Wolfe Group to 

launch eBusiness start-ups. The scheme is designed to assist Internet start-up 

companies that are capable of achieving significant scale. While it is anticipated, that 

the majority of projects supported will be infrastructure or B2B proposals, B2C 

projects may also be supported provided the promoters can demonstrate genuine 

uniqueness and a strong commercial argument in support of their proposals. 

 

� Human Resource Development 

 

As a vital component of its development strategy, the Shannon Development Agency, in 

combination with local educational authorities, has set about generating the skills and 

disciplines required by the high technology industries established in the area. 

 

The University of Limerick and the Limerick Institute of Technology, which provides a 

number of industrial focused training programmes, devotes a lot of energy and resources to 

especially aerospace and IS technology studies. All the university’s undergraduates are co-

opted for a period of nine months practical work experience in industry. 

 

Ireland’s National Industrial Training Authority (FAS) has also tailored its services to the 

needs of Shannon-based companies and operates a major training centre at Shannon. In 

close cooperation with the industries, it has developed high quality training courses in 

subjects such as hydraulics, pneumatics, systems and engines, electronics and avionics, 

structures and composites. 

 

Other educational institutions in Ireland that collaborates with the Shannon industries are 

Trinity College Dublin, Cork and Galway. 

 

The Alumni Start Programme is an entrepreneurial development programme compiled to 

support the needs of alumni of the University of Limerick, who are interested in starting a 

business. The programme provides a supporting package, which includes information on 

business opportunities, Innovation Centre venture support, equity investment, market 

research and state financial incentives. 

 

� The Investments Department: Incentives 

 

Under special legislation administered by Shannon Development, a wide range of activities 

qualifies for the Shannon Free Zone’s incentive package. Shannon Development offers 

support to international service companies who meet the following criteria: 

 

o Companies must have export orientation as a priority; 

o Minimum employment creation levels must be achieved; 

o Companies must make a contribution to the use and development of Shannon 

International 

o Airport, measured in terms of airfreight and/or passenger movements. 

 

Some eligible activities include: 

 

o Customer/technical support     
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o Treasury and fund management 

o Distribution/international logistics      

o Insurance and reinsurance 

o Direct marketing (e.g. Telemarketing and mail ordering) 

o Intellectual property rights management 

o Shared services (e.g. data processing and administration) 

o International Training Services 

o Aircraft management, trading maintenance and repair 

o Transatlantic training Hub operations 

o International Consultancy 

o Publishing 

o Software development 

o Research and development centres 

o Film financing and distribution 

o International headquarters 

o Leasing 

 

Foreign investment in Ireland has successfully been encouraged through the introduction of 

tax concessions and grant incentives. The consistency and stability of Government policy in 

this area has been a major contributory factor to economic growth and development. Some 

of the benefits on offer to manufacturing companies locating at Shannon are: 

 

o Tax Incentives 

• Some of the lowest Corporation Tax on Manufacturing and International Services 

in the EU 

• No withholding Tax on Shannon profits 

• Network of Double Taxation Agreements with key countries 

• Tax Free Income on products developed and patented in Ireland 

o Cash Flow savings 

• No value added tax (VAT) on goods (including capital equipment) imported by 

companies to the Shannon Free Zone 

• No custom duties on goods from non-EU countries imported for storage, handling 

and processing 

• No duties on goods exported to non-EU countries and 

• No time limits on the disposal for goods brought into the Shannon Free Zone. 

o Grant Incentives 

• Grants for Capital Investment including Site Acquisition, Buildings and Equipment 

• Grants for agreed Research and Development Programmes 

• Grants for workforce training, including management development 

• Rent reduction grants on premises 

• Employment grants 

 

The Investments Department of Shannon Development fills the equity gap of small and 

medium sized manufacturing and internationally traded service firms and tourist enterprises 

located in the Shannon region. The Department is also responsible for the development of a 

portfolio of strategic investments in Shannon Region companies, which have the potential to 

achieve high growth. Investment products and services are offered as elements of an 

integrated package of business development supports, which include: 
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o Seed Capital funds: Start-up capital investment is offered from £10,000 up to 

£50,000 to investments in export-orientated, manufacturing and international service 

firms in the region. These firms must have innovative, protectable products and ideas 

and must apply and develop new technology through the investment. The investment 

is advanced in the form of a minority, equity shareholding of up to 30% in the client 

firm. Seed capital is invested for a period of 3 to 5 years. 

o Early Stage Equity: This fund is dedicated to investments in export-orientated, 

manufacturing and international service firms in the region which are in the early 

stage of development and which require equity capital for expansion, product 

adaptation and market penetration. Funding from £50,000 to £200,000 is offered to 

client firms at either the early or re-financing stages of the businesses’ life-cycles. 

o Venture Capital Equity: This fund is dedicated to investing firms which have a 

successful growth record and which require equity capital for expansion, acquisition, 

product adaptation and market penetration. Funding from £100,000 to £500,000 is 

offered at either the buy-in, buy-out or re-financing stages. Funding is invested for a 

period of 5 to 7 years. 

o Tourism Enterprise Fund: this fund is dedicated towards investment in tourism 

firms which are in the early stages of development and which require capital for 

expansion, market penetration and product adaptation. Projects must be able to 

achieve sustainable growth. Funding is invested for 3 to 5 years, and can amount to 

£50,000, and is advanced with a minority equity shareholding of 30%. 

o Business Angels: The Shannon Agency has a wide network of Business Angels, 

who are private investors who have a business background and are experienced 

entrepreneurs, business owners, company directors, senior managers or business-

related professionals. The business angels play an active role in the business in 

which they invest by joining the Board of the Investee firms, providing informal 

consultancy or being employed on a part-time bases. 

 

Apart from the various financial incentives available, Shannon Development has also 

focused on improving the general quality of life to ensure enjoyment and job satisfaction. 

Shannon is considered a haven for sport enthusiasts and outdoor pursuits. Golfers can 

benefit from a vast range of facilities, including championship courses of international 

standards. Other sports include water sports and fishing facilities. 

 

� Success Elements 

 

To summarise, the following main elements played an important role in the success of 

Shannon: 

 

o A regional development approach was adopted, which benefited not only the 

whole community, but promoted the whole region (and therefore also the Free Zone) 

as an investor destination. As part of this approach, the strong aspects of the region 

was emphasised and accordingly developed, namely the indigenous industry sector, 

sectoral development and the tourism base. 

o The development of Shannon has been characterised by strong, visionary 

leadership and an active development body 

o The industries located in the Shannon Region benefits from an integrated 

networking system established to provide a platform for cooperation between 
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tenants. Industrial development is to

core industries and expanded through cluster

o Innovation and ongoing research and product development is encouraged and 

supported. 

o The industry focus 

based on the existing opportunities in the region (such as the aerospace industry 

focused on its main resource

base through opportunities posed by

and the e-commerce sectors. 

crucial part in promoting the region as a hub for

o This case study also highlights th

supports investments in the area. A state

infrastructure contributes to this.

o Shannon provides incentive packages

These not only include financial incentives, but are also founded in client services, 

innovation, networking and a dynamic and vibrant business environment.

o The aspect of human resource

economic development. 

and training institutions and organisations. Graduates are also encouraged to be 

involved in the local industries.

 
7.2.2 Singapore: towards a Knowledge

 

� Background 

 

Singapore is considered to have a highly open 

investment regime, through which it 

successfully transformed itself from a mere 

trading port into a modern industrial economy. 

Presently, anticipating rapid technological 

changes, increasing globalisation of business 

operations and keener competition from other 

countries, offering lower land, labour and 

business costs, Singapore is

active manpower development, infrastructure 

enhancement and market liberalization.

efforts are focused on advancing the coun

to a knowledge-based economy.

 

Singapore has six free-trade zones (FTZ’s) for sea

FTZ’s is used for storage and repacking of import and export cargo and goods transiting 

Singapore for subsequent re-export. Manufa

but in most cases, adjacent to the FTZ’s. Foreign and local firms have equal access to the 

facilities. 

 

One of Singapore’s FTZ’s is located around the Jurong Port, incorporating the industrial 

estates of Jurong Town and the adjacent Jurong Island (indicated in the 

to Figure 7.1). Jurong Island 

Pulau Ayer Chawan, Pulau Ayer
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tenants. Industrial development is to a large extent focused on the development of 

core industries and expanded through cluster development. 

and ongoing research and product development is encouraged and 

 of Shannon indicates that, apart from basic manufacturing 

existing opportunities in the region (such as the aerospace industry 

focused on its main resource – the airport), the Region has diversified its industrial 

ortunities posed by international manufacturing trends, such as

commerce sectors. International orientated services furthermore play a 

crucial part in promoting the region as a hub for international business.

This case study also highlights the importance of a logistics

investments in the area. A state-of-the-art international airport and modern 

contributes to this. 

incentive packages that address the needs of potential inventors. 

not only include financial incentives, but are also founded in client services, 

networking and a dynamic and vibrant business environment.

human resource enhancement forms an integral part of overall 

development. Therefore, there is close liaison with contributing educational 

institutions and organisations. Graduates are also encouraged to be 

industries. 

Singapore: towards a Knowledge-Based Economy 

is considered to have a highly open 

investment regime, through which it 

transformed itself from a mere 

trading port into a modern industrial economy. 

anticipating rapid technological 

changes, increasing globalisation of business 

competition from other 

countries, offering lower land, labour and 

business costs, Singapore is engaging in 

active manpower development, infrastructure 

enhancement and market liberalization. These 

efforts are focused on advancing the country 

based economy. 

trade zones (FTZ’s) for sea-borne cargo and one for airfreight. The 

used for storage and repacking of import and export cargo and goods transiting 

export. Manufacturing, however, is not carried out in the zones, 

adjacent to the FTZ’s. Foreign and local firms have equal access to the 

One of Singapore’s FTZ’s is located around the Jurong Port, incorporating the industrial 

Jurong Town and the adjacent Jurong Island (indicated in the figure

 comprises of seven different islands, namely Pulau Merlimau, 

Pulau Ayer Chawan, Pulau Ayer Merbau, Pulau Seraya, Pulau Sakra, Pulau Pesek and 

a large extent focused on the development of 

and ongoing research and product development is encouraged and 

of Shannon indicates that, apart from basic manufacturing 

existing opportunities in the region (such as the aerospace industry 

the airport), the Region has diversified its industrial 

international manufacturing trends, such as IT 

furthermore play a 

international business. 

logistics environment that 

art international airport and modern 

that address the needs of potential inventors. 

not only include financial incentives, but are also founded in client services, 

networking and a dynamic and vibrant business environment. 

enhancement forms an integral part of overall 

Therefore, there is close liaison with contributing educational 

institutions and organisations. Graduates are also encouraged to be 

borne cargo and one for airfreight. The 

used for storage and repacking of import and export cargo and goods transiting 

cturing, however, is not carried out in the zones, 

adjacent to the FTZ’s. Foreign and local firms have equal access to the 

One of Singapore’s FTZ’s is located around the Jurong Port, incorporating the industrial 

figure below – refer 

comprises of seven different islands, namely Pulau Merlimau, 

Merbau, Pulau Seraya, Pulau Sakra, Pulau Pesek and 
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Pulau Pesek Kecil. After the reclamation of the

channels and extension beyond into additional sea

will cover 2 650 hectares from the initial mass of less than

 

Figure 7.1 Jurong Industrial Estate & Jurong Islands

Chawan, Pesek and Merlimau became home to several large refineries such as Esso, Mobil 

and Singapore Refining Company (SRC).

 

� Influencing National Development Programmes

 

For the purpose of this study, it is considered necessary to highlight two national 

development plans that influenced industrial development in Singapore, and the Free Zones, 

to a large extent. These include the Strategic Economic Plan and the I21 Industrial Plan.

 

1. The Singapore Strategic Economic Plan

The Strategic Economic Plan was published during 1991 by the Economic Planning 

Committee (Ministry of Trade and Industry). The Plan set the proposed strategies and 

programmes for development in Singapore with the vision to attain 

characteristics of a first league

facets determined for the realisation of

quality of life, a strong national identity and the

 

The planning committee stated that, broadly speaking, the characteristics of developed 

economies could be classified according to the following parameters:

 

o Business function 

o Management 

o Resource Efficiency 

o Marketing 
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lau Pesek Kecil. After the reclamation of the islands, which entails the reclamation of the 

channels and extension beyond into additional sea space to form one big

650 hectares from the initial mass of less than 1 000 hectares.

Jurong Industrial Estate & Jurong Islands 

Chawan, Pesek and Merlimau became home to several large refineries such as Esso, Mobil 

Singapore Refining Company (SRC). 

Influencing National Development Programmes 

study, it is considered necessary to highlight two national 

that influenced industrial development in Singapore, and the Free Zones, 

include the Strategic Economic Plan and the I21 Industrial Plan.

Strategic Economic Plan 

The Strategic Economic Plan was published during 1991 by the Economic Planning 

(Ministry of Trade and Industry). The Plan set the proposed strategies and 

development in Singapore with the vision to attain 

characteristics of a first league developed country within the period of 30 to 40 years. Key 

facets determined for the realisation of this vision included economic dynamisms, a higher 

quality of life, a strong national identity and the configuration of a global city.

The planning committee stated that, broadly speaking, the characteristics of developed 

could be classified according to the following parameters: 

islands, which entails the reclamation of the 

space to form one big island, this area 

. 

Chawan, Pesek and Merlimau became home to several large refineries such as Esso, Mobil 

study, it is considered necessary to highlight two national 

that influenced industrial development in Singapore, and the Free Zones, 

include the Strategic Economic Plan and the I21 Industrial Plan. 

The Strategic Economic Plan was published during 1991 by the Economic Planning 

(Ministry of Trade and Industry). The Plan set the proposed strategies and 

development in Singapore with the vision to attain the status and 

developed country within the period of 30 to 40 years. Key 

this vision included economic dynamisms, a higher 

guration of a global city. 

The planning committee stated that, broadly speaking, the characteristics of developed 
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o Business role 

o Equity capital. 

 

The development of these focus areas are, however, dependent on the country’s 

capabilities, economies of scale and interdisciplinary talent. Therefore Singapore focused 

efforts on available niche areas in which it could specialise to earn a higher standard of 

living. Examples of these niche areas include enhancing human resources and competence 

and the provision of “soft infrastructure” (including innovation services, technical competence 

centres and research institutes). In order to tap international talent and technology, the 

country furthermore adopted an immigration policy, which would expand on the existing 

labour pool, and the attraction of Multi National Companies to the country. 

 

As part of the plan, eight strategic thrusts/key macro strategies had been identified to help 

propel Singapore’s economic and social progress to that of a developed country, which 

included: 

 

o Enhancing human resources, through the development of an International Manpower 

o Programme; 

o Promoting national teamwork, through the establishment of a national Economic 

Panel to implement the Strategic Economic Plan; 

o Becoming internationally orientated, through emphasis on soft technology, the 

creation of networks –of-excellence and the promotion of a global development 

approach; 

o Creating a conducive climate for innovation through training and education and the 

provision of public commendations for creativity and innovation; 

o Developing manufacturing and service clusters through developing the core 

capabilities of clusters (i.e. natural advantages, created competitive advantages such 

as technology and tax regimes and industry attributes, such as supporting 

industries); 

o Spearheading economic redevelopment by reducing regulatory restraints, reviewing 

entry and exit barriers, the provision of business information and encouraging the 

formation of strategic alliances among local companies; 

o Maintaining international competitiveness by developing competitiveness indicators 

(e.g. relative unit labour costs and returns on investment), and 

o Reducing vulnerability by means of attracting Multinational Companies and 

developing local enterprises to world standards. 

 

2. Industry 21 

In response to increasing globalisation of business operations, rapid technological changes 

and keener competition from other countries, Singapore recently launched a national 

initiative, called Industry 21 or I21, to advance itself into a Knowledge-Based Economy. To 

achieve this goal, the country is intensifying efforts to upgrade its manpower capabilities (in 

addition to attracting relevant foreign skilled professionals to work and settle in the country), 

and promote entrepreneurship among citizens (particularly in IT-related fields). 

 

Singapore is also encouraging businesses to invest in new technology and engage in 

research and development, and actively enhancing its economic and IT infrastructure. The 

infrastructure improvement projects include Jurong Island, which is being created through 

reclamation works to house the oil refining and chemicals industries, and Singapore ONE, a 
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nation-wide high-speed fibre optic broadband network providing multimedia applications and 

internet services to virtually all homes, schools and offices. 

 

Additionally, the country is liberalizing its economy, particularly the banking and financial 

services sector, which is presently undergoing a gradual but significant market opening and 

reform process. It has also recently permitted joint ventures and alliances between foreign 

and local law firms to upgrade the country's legal services industry. 

 

In line with I21, Singapore is encouraging MNC's to establish high value-added 

manufacturing and service operations in the city-state, including research and development, 

product design and development, high-tech manufacturing, process engineering, and value-

added logistics. Through foreign investment, Singapore aspires to become a world-class 

player in the electronics, petroleum and petrochemicals, life sciences, engineering, 

education, healthcare, logistics, and communications and media industries. It also aims to be 

a choice location as headquarters of MNC's, from which regional or global operations are 

managed, and a vibrant international financial centre. Foreign investors are not required to 

enter into joint ventures or cede management control to local interests. The Singapore 

Government generally does not restrict or discourage foreign investment either to protect 

local industries or for any other reason. However, notable exceptions exist in the armament 

manufacturing, news media, telecommunications, broadcasting, property ownership and 

domestic banking sectors, where investment opportunities are still limited. 

 

� Management 

 

The Jurong Town Corporation (JTC) is Singapore’s leading provider and developer of 

industrial space solutions and is a statutory body falling under the Ministry of Trade and 

Industry of Singapore. The corporation was established after the independence of Singapore 

in 1965, during a time of political instability and massive unemployment, resulting in 

economic growth being a top priority. Hence, the original challenge of the corporation was to 

urgently develop industrial infrastructure for development, even ahead of demand. 

 

In 1991, JTC was appointed as the agent for the Jurong Island development project, 

responsible for planning and coordinating with the various government agencies in delivering 

the necessary infrastructure and services to the island. This included large-scale 

reclamation, roads, drains and utilities. In order to streamline operation, a department was 

established for the sole purpose of facilitating the establishment of facilities and operations 

on Jurong Island. The Jurong Island Development Department mainly acts as interface 

between the involved government agencies (as this is a public-sector project) and existing 

and future industries on the island. 

 

The “new vision” of JTC for the new millennium is: 

 

“JTC will be a world-class industrial developer and a key driving force in advancing 

Singapore’s economic prosperity. We will delight customers with best-in-class facilities, 

legendary services and lasting partnerships through our competent and passionate people.” 

 

As part of the corporation’s new role in the transformation of Singapore to a Knowledge-

Based Economy, the JTC commenced on new projects such as the iPark2, located at Paya 

Lebar, and the Science Hub at Buena Vista. The iPark21 project entails the establishment of 
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an industrial park that is focused on providing infrastructure for knowledge-based economic 

activities and other mixed-use activities that promotes a favourable work-live-play 

environment. General industries are complimented by social amenities such as fitness 

centres, theatres, shopping centres and eateries, integrated into the industrial; landscape. 

The Science Hub is a multi-billion dollar project to create a thriving community for the so-

called “technopreneurs”. The aim of this 194ha hub is to create a work-live-play-learn 

environment that is constantly rejuvenating for high-tech industries. 

 

Other role-players in the Singapore investment environment include the Economic 

Development Board (EDB). This board is the Government's manufacturing investment 

promotion agency, responsible for screening investment proposals to determine their 

eligibility for various incentive schemes and to provide assistance. While those investments 

that do not meet the criteria are not given incentives, they are not prohibited from 

proceeding. As a one-stop service that helps foreign investors avoids red tape, the EDB has 

a reputation for being responsive to changing business conditions and investor needs. 

 

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), Singapore's central bank, is overseeing the 

market-opening and reform measures introduced by the government to expand fund 

management services, develop the bond market, and gradually allow greater foreign 

competition in domestic retail banking and other financial services. The MAS administers 

generous tax and other incentives to encourage leading banking and financial institutions to 

invest in new operations or upgrade existing ones, with the view to spearhead Singapore's 

drive to become an international financial centre. 

 

� Industry Focus: Jurong 

 

The chemical and life sciences industry ranks after the electronic industry as the second 

largest industry in Singapore’s manufacturing sector and is one of the country’s key engines 

for economic growth. These industries comprise the petroleum, petrochemicals, speciality 

chemicals, pharmaceuticals, healthcare and food & beverages sectors. 

 

In 1998, the chemical and life sciences industry contributed 23% to the total manufacturing 

output S$124 billion. Investment commitments in these sectors totalled S$3 billion, 

accounting for 39% of the total commitments of S$7.8 billion. These investments resulted in 

the creation of 1 100 new jobs. 

 

The chemical industries were identified as an industry cluster capable of contributing 

significantly to the economic growth of Singapore in 1980. As a result, the amalgamation of 

the islands at Jurong became a prime choice location for the development of the 

petrochemical complex. Today, Jurong Island accommodates leading petrochemical 

companies such as Chevron, Sumitomo, DuPont, Exxon, Mobil, Celanese, Mitsui and Lonza, 

focusing on the processing and manufacturing of oil, petrochemicals and chemicals. In 

addition, third party service providers of utilities, tankages and terminal facilities, such as 

SembCorp Utilities and Terminals, as well as Vopak and Oiltanking Singapore Ltd, have also 

been located here. 

 

For the chemical sector, the vision was formulated to develop Singapore into an integrated 

world scale chemical hub, generating an output of more than S$75 billion by the year 2010. 

Specifically for the petrochemical sector, the target is to triple Singapore’s present annual 
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capacity for ethylene production to 3 million by 2010. The purpose of developing the key 

chemical building blocks is considered to be crucial in developing high value-added 

downstream chemistry chains that are resilient to market fluctuations, thus ensuring 

sustainable long-term growth. Central to this future growth of the chemical sector is the 

development of Jurong Island. 

 

� The Singapore Business Parks 

 

JTC was responsible for the establishment of two business parks in Singapore, the one 

being the International Business Park in Jurong Town and the other the Changi Business 

Park, located in the Changi Free Trade Zone. The main focus of the business parks is to 

incorporate the business needs of investors in terms of research and development, high-tech 

manufacturing, technical consulting and industrial training under one roof. 

 

Main features at the International Business Park include: 

 

o The Synergy, which houses high-tech manufacturing activities, R&D, sales and 

marketing and ancillary services. 

o The Strategy, which comprises a 6-storey- and a 12-storey block, which houses 

telecommunication technology firms, software development businesses, media and 

communication firms, life science companies and test laboratories, engineering firms 

involved in product design, planning and system integration and 

o The Atrium, which is the social hub of the business park, with a fitness centre, food 

court, bank, clinic and child care centre. 

 

� Facilities and Services 

 

The main facility that enhances the utilisation of the Jurong industrial areas and Free Trade 

Zone is the Jurong Port. Established in 1965, Jurong Port Private Limited (JPPL) is 

considered to be Singapore’s gateway for industrial and bulk cargo. The port is a natural 

deep-water port, encompassing 23 multi-purpose berths along a quay-line of more than 4.6 

km to handle vessels of different sizes. The port has a depth of up to 16m and capacity to 

accommodate vessels of up to 150,000 dwt. In addition, the 152ha of land, including the 

120ha inside the Free Trade Zone, have ample storage (of 268,000m²) and operational 

facilities. Annual container handling capacity exceeds 200,000 TEU’s per annum. At present, 

JPPL is a single operating entity wholly owned by JTC Corporation. 

In order to meet the increasing demand for efficient logistic services, JPPL has developed 

the Jurong Logistics Hub, an 8-storey ramp-up warehouse that allows 45-foot containers to 

be trucked to every level. It is located between the Jurong Port and the Jurong Industrial 

Estate. This warehouse comprises 118,000m² of warehouse space and 6,200m² of office 

space. Jurong Logistics Hub is currently housing established MNC’s and logistic players that 

will make JPPL home to the maritime and logistics partners. The Hub also incorporates 320 

loading bays and dock levellers, 6 passenger and 4 cargo lifts, a food-court, traffic control 

services and parking lots. 

 

Plans to transform Jurong Island into a world-class chemical hub received a boost in March 

1999, with the partial opening of the dual four-lane carriageway linking the island to mainland 

Singapore. The two-kilometre causeway takes one merely ten minutes to travel from the 
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mainland to the furthest part of the island. This results in a more cost-effective land-based 

transportation system reducing operational costs. 

Another major project on the Island is the reclamation process of the smaller individual 

islands. The total area to be reclaimed is 1 659 hectares and is approximately 2.8% of the 

land area of Singapore island. A total of four reclamation projects, worth S$23 billion have 

been awarded. 

 

An amenity centre, Oasis@Sakra, was established on the island to serve as a community 

and transportation hub for the lessees of Jurong Island. The amenity centre houses facilities 

like an air conditioned food court, an alfresco restaurant, a medical centre, a hardware store, 

a convenience store and ATM’s. Parking is provided at the centre for 600 cars, 300 

motorcycles, 50 trucks and bus terminals for 8 buses. 

 

As part of the JTC’s efforts to create a pleasant work environment for lessees at the Island, a 

landscaping master plan was commissioned. Though Jurong Island is a Singapore 

Industrial Zone, the island will be landscaped based on the Garden City concept. It is 

envisaged that this will contribute in softening the harsh impacts of the steel and pipes 

associated with the chemical industries, thereby creating a favourable working environment. 

 

A fire station was opened on Jurong Island in 1999, operated by the Singapore Civil 

Defence Force. It is designated to answer any emergency situations, providing lessees with 

fire-fighting, rescue and medical alert services. Equipment utilised include Hazardous 

Material Fire Fighting capabilities for petroleum and chemical fires. 

 

� Incentives 

 

Older facilities are constantly being rejuvenated, upgraded and improved, while new types of 

facilities are being created to meet the needs of the envisaged knowledge-based economy. 

 

Industrial facilities that are being provided include: 

 

o Ready-built standard factories, ranging in size from 944m² to 4 200m², providing a 

functional layout for the different needs of customers. 

o Flatted factories, located in 35 of the industrial parks in Singapore. These industries 

are designed to integrate marketing, management, production, storage and other 

industrial facilities, with sufficient open production areas, lifts and loading bays. 

o Stack-up factories 

All businesses in Singapore must be registered with the Registry of Companies and 

Businesses. Foreign investors can operate their businesses in one of the following forms: 

 

o Sole proprietorship: an individual operating as a sole trader regulated under the 

business registration act; 

o Partnership: two to 20 persons, regulated under the business registration act; 

o Incorporated company: comprising not more than 50 shareholders and operating as 

a company limited by shares or guarantee, or as an unlimited company regulated by 

the provisions of the Companies Act (Cap. 50); or, 

o Foreign company: registered as a branch of the parent company under the 

Companies Act but not incorporated as a Singapore company; 
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o Representative office: offices of foreign corporations, which undertake promotional 

and liaison activities on their parent company's behalf. They must not engage in 

business, conclude contracts, provide consultancy for a fee, undertake transhipment 

of goods, or open or negotiate any letters of credit directly or on behalf of their parent 

companies. 

 

Certain criteria were determined against which a potential investor is reviewed. These 

include: 

 

Table 7.1 Criteria for potential investors 
Lease period Minimum investment on plant and 

machinery per m² of minimum Gloss Floor 
Area of building 

Minimum Gross Plot Ratio 

For general and light industries 

30 years Varies between $300 for normal sites, $450 of 

prime sites and $300 for urban sites 

0.8 for normal and prime 

sites and 2.0 for urban sites 

30 + 30 years $650 for normal sites, $800 for prime sites and 

$650 for urban sites 

1.0 for normal and prime 

sites and 2.0 for urban sites 

Warehousing 

30 years Varies between $240 for normal sites, $280 of 

prime sites and $240 for urban sites 

1.0 for normal and prime 

sites and 2.0 for urban sites 

30 + 30 years $370 for normal sites, $410 for prime sites and 

$370 for urban sites 

1.4 for normal and prime 

sites and 2.0 for urban sites 

Technical/Knowledge intensive companies 

30 years $250 for normal sites and $375 for prime sites 0.8 

Special industries (process) 

30 years $840 Fixed Asset Investment per m² of land area 

30 + 30 years $1,400 Fixed Asset Investment per m² of land area 

 

Additionally, the following aesthetic requirements have been determined: 

 

o Each building should attain a good level of architectural aesthetics and image, 

compatible with the prominence and visibility of the site. 

o Building massing should respect and respond to the land forms and road alignments. 

Any unsightly activities such as loading/unloading areas should be hidden away from 

view from the main roads and immediate neighbours. 

o Fencing and building facades must be designed as structures that will enhance 

overall aesthetics and 

o Landscaping is encouraged to enhance the overall environment  

 

� Success Elements 

 

To summarise, the following main elements played an important role in the success of 

Singapore: 

 

o A lot of effort has been directed in the provision of sufficient land space (due to the 

land shortage in Singapore) and the provision of state-of-the-art infrastructure. This 

aspect has also been characterised by innovative solutions to local problems. 
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o The development strategies implemented in Singapore over 

the development of its available 

infrastructure (such as “soft infrastructure”).

o Singapore realised the importance of attracting 

competitiveness of the 

of Multinational Companies in the country.

o The above is still incorporated in the country, as it moves towards a 

Based Economy. This is evident from the implementation of innovation and

development services, IT infrastructure and e

resource development.

o As part of the country’s initial industrial development programme, emphasis was 

placed on the development and management of 

industries. The thriving

industries not only promote 

advantages, it also contr

cooperation. 

o The development of 

initiatives, as it is one of the country’s main assets in proving a conducive investment 

environment. Additionally

industries is not neglected.

o Lastly, the productivity of the workforce in the industrial areas is increased by the 

provision of appropriate 

favourable working and living environment.

 
7.2.3 Dubai: the Jebel Ali Free Zone

 

� Background 

�  

� The Jebel Ali Free Zone (JAFZ) is located in the 

Emirate of Dubai in the United Arab Emirates. 

The JAFZ offers an opportunity to do business 

from the Middle East at several tax and business

incentives. It is considered to be an ideal 

warehousing, distribution and industrial hub that 

provides access to some 1.5 billion people in a 

demanding and affluent consumer market in the 

region. In addition to the Gulf Co

Council countries, such as Saudi

Qatar, UAE, Bahrain and Oman, the markets of 

the CIS, Indian sub-continent and Africa also 

offers a vat potential for industries located in Jebel Ali.

�  

� Management 

�  

� The government body, Jebel Ali Free Z

supervision of the Jebel Ali Free Zone. Its responsibilities include providing companies with 

all assistance required should they wish to operate within the Free Zone. Its responsibilities 

include: 

�  
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The development strategies implemented in Singapore over the years, incorporated 

development of its available human resources and the application of new 

as “soft infrastructure”). 

Singapore realised the importance of attracting foreign investment

competitiveness of the area. For this reason, focus was placed on the establishment 

Multinational Companies in the country. 

The above is still incorporated in the country, as it moves towards a 

. This is evident from the implementation of innovation and

services, IT infrastructure and e-businesses and highly skilled human 

resource development. Examples include the iPark21 and the Science Hub.

As part of the country’s initial industrial development programme, emphasis was 

development and management of industrial clusters

industries. The thriving chemical industries on Jurong Island confirm this. The cluster 

industries not only promote economies of scale and the associated agglomeration 

advantages, it also contributes to shared services and increased networking and 

The development of Jurong Port is aligned with the industrial development 

one of the country’s main assets in proving a conducive investment 

environment. Additionally, creating an attractive logistics environment for all the 

industries is not neglected. 

Lastly, the productivity of the workforce in the industrial areas is increased by the 

provision of appropriate social amenities, facilities and services

favourable working and living environment. 

Dubai: the Jebel Ali Free Zone 

The Jebel Ali Free Zone (JAFZ) is located in the 

Emirate of Dubai in the United Arab Emirates. 

JAFZ offers an opportunity to do business 

at several tax and business 

incentives. It is considered to be an ideal 

warehousing, distribution and industrial hub that 

access to some 1.5 billion people in a 

demanding and affluent consumer market in the 

addition to the Gulf Co-Operation 

Council countries, such as Saudi-Arabia, Kuwait, 

Bahrain and Oman, the markets of 

continent and Africa also 

potential for industries located in Jebel Ali. 

The government body, Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority (JAFZA), is charged with the 

Jebel Ali Free Zone. Its responsibilities include providing companies with 

should they wish to operate within the Free Zone. Its responsibilities 

the years, incorporated 

and the application of new 

foreign investment to strengthen the 

area. For this reason, focus was placed on the establishment 

The above is still incorporated in the country, as it moves towards a Knowledge-

. This is evident from the implementation of innovation and product 

businesses and highly skilled human 

Examples include the iPark21 and the Science Hub. 

As part of the country’s initial industrial development programme, emphasis was 

industrial clusters around core 

chemical industries on Jurong Island confirm this. The cluster 

economies of scale and the associated agglomeration 

services and increased networking and 

is aligned with the industrial development 

one of the country’s main assets in proving a conducive investment 

creating an attractive logistics environment for all the 

Lastly, the productivity of the workforce in the industrial areas is increased by the 

social amenities, facilities and services that creates a 

one Authority (JAFZA), is charged with the 

Jebel Ali Free Zone. Its responsibilities include providing companies with 

should they wish to operate within the Free Zone. Its responsibilities 
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o Issuing appropriate licenses to operate a business 

o Leasing Facilities 

o Providing administrative, engineering and utility services and 

o Serving as an interface with the Dubai Ports Authority for its services. 

�  

� Industry Focus 

�  

� The Jebel Ali Free Zone is currently home to over 2 000 companies from over 97 countries. 

About 35% of the clients originate from the GCC and Middle East, 27% from Europe and 

28% from the Asia and Pacific Region. Global brand leaders such as Black&Decker, Colgate 

Palmolive, HJ Heinz, Unilever, NGK, DaimlerCrysler, Mitsubishi, Caterpillar Logistics, 

Goodyear, Hitachi, 3M, BASF, ABB, 

� Fedex, BP and L’oreal are located here. 

�  

� Branches of most of the international banks are located in Jebel Ali, as well as law firms, 

chartered accounting firms, insurance companies, financial service providers, computer 

providers, advertising agencies and public relations consultancies. 

�  

� Facilities 

�  

� The JAFZ is built around one of the largest man-made ports in the world and covers an area 

of over 100km². Facilities in the Free Zone include office units, warehouses and land sites 

that are available on lease, while storage space in the cold and cool stores, open storage 

areas and modern cargo handling equipment can be hired. 

�  

� The Jebel Ali Port is located within the Free Zone and is a modern and efficient hub with a 

capacity to handle even the largest container ships, car carriers, ro-ro vessels, bulk carriers 

and general and special cargo vessels. Goods reaching Dubai is speedily discharged at 

terminals of the Dubai Ports Authority at Jebel Ali or Port Rashid in Dubai City. From here, 

re-export and transhipment cargo is relocated into feeder vessels or on to trucks, which 

travel trough the region on a modern network of highways, linking all the neighbouring 

countries in the Middle East and beyond. 

�  

� An efficient telecommunication network is provided throughout the Zone, with direct dial 

links to every country in the world, a GSM phone network and dedicated ISDN lines for high-

speed data transfer and Internet Services. 

�  

� Incentives 

�  

� The Jebel Ali Free Zone offers the benefit of zero duties on all import and export goods and 

machinery within the Free Zone. All the profits of organisations can be transferred out of the 

country. Additionally, the Free Zone has an effective administrative environment. 

� Applications can be processed within one week and investors have the choice of building on 

a vacant site, lease high or medium rise buildings or select from already constructed units. 

To qualify for establishing a branch of a company, the company must either be registered in 

the UAE or as an offshore company. Alternatively, a company can be registered as a legal 

entity in the Free Zone (called the “Free Zone Establishment” or “Free Zone Company”). 

�  

� Other incentives include: 
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�  

o No corporate taxes for a period of 15 years, which is renewable for an additional 15 

years 

o No corporate and personal income tax 

o No restrictions on the recruitment of staff 

o Abundant and inexpensive energy resources 

o Efficient support services from the Dubai Ports Authority. 

 
� Success Elements 

�  

� To summarise, the following main elements played an important role in the success of 

Dubai: 

�  

o Dubai has a key location in the ancient trading sea routes between East and West. 

This contributed in a large extent to the area becoming an important trading hub – 

favourable for industrial and tourism development. 

o In the development of the Jebel Ali Free Zone over the years, strong emphasis was 

placed on creating a supportive logistics environment in terms of warehousing, 

distribution, marketing and infrastructure provision. These services were beneficiary 

to both the port and the industrial areas. 

o Apart from industries, there is a large concentration of international service providers 

(financial and others) located in the area, promoting the international orientation and 

competitiveness of the country. 

o The Port forms the main feature and attraction force for development. The Port was 

developed to accommodate a large variety of vessels, with shortened delivery times 

marking re-exports. 

o Apart from financial incentives, Dubai provides streamlined application and decision-

making procedures. 

 
7.2.4 The Mauritius Export Processing Zone and Freeport 

 

� Background 

 

Prior to independence, Mauritius was characterised by poverty, an unstable political 

environment and declining economy. However, after 1968 the country slowly transformed 

itself to a striving economy, with a focus on its identified “four pillars” of development, namely 

textile production, sugar, tourism and services, which included offshore finance. This 

transformation was characterised by an increase in per capita income from $220 to $3 600 

and a decline in unemployment from 20% to less than 2%. 

 

This turnaround is mainly attributed to the Government’s introduction of a diversified 

program based on export-led development, which included the establishment of the Export 

Processing Zone, located at Port Louis. In the early days of the Mauritius EPZ, most 

projects involved the labour-intensive manufacturing of textiles and apparel. EPZ production 

grew with 26% per annum between 1984 and 1988, before labour costs curbed productivity. 

Over the years, the economy has diversified into the manufacturing of watches, electronic 

measuring instruments, jewellery, leather good, toys and optical goods. 
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Today, the EPZ contributes 24% to GDP with an annual growth of 7%. It is still based on 

textiles, but has incorporated pharmaceutical industries, publishing, software development, 

high-precision plastics and electronics. Additionally, Mauritius has established itself as an 

up-market tourist destination with an annual tourist number exceeding 568 000. 

 

The Government’s aim is to turn Mauritius into a services hub for the Indian Ocean, 

benefiting from trade and investment across the region. It claims as its main advantages the 

low transit times between Asia and Africa, modern port facilities and a generally skilled, 

bilingual workforce. The country is also helped by its membership in free trade groups, 

including the Indian Ocean Commission, the Common Market for Eastern and Southern 

countries and the Southern African Development Community (SADC). 

 

In its strategy to promote the services sector, the country established a commercial Free 

Zone (an extension to the EPZ) through the Mauritius Freeport. The Freeport was created 

under a legal framework and it abides to the Freeport Act of 1992. The Freeport was set up 

with the objective of promoting regional trade and positioning Mauritius as a modern regional 

logistics platform for warehousing, distribution and marketing. The Freeport is situated in 

delimited areas known as Freeport Zones at Mer Rouge in the Port area and at the SSR 

International Airport. 

 

� Management 

 

The Mauritius EPZ is managed by the Export Processing Zone Development Authority, 

which is a parastatal institution conceived in 1990. Its primary objective at that time was to 

address those issues critical to the successful transition from a labour abundant to a skills-

intensive economy. Specialised skills were needed to enhance productivity through 

improvement in the level of technology and management techniques. 

 

The EPZDA consists of four units, namely: 

 

o The Information and Communication Technology Unit, which are further divided into 

the Information Resource Centre, e-Learning, Electronic Market Place and Quick 

Response Units. 

o The Clothing Technology Centre, which entails the Technology Application Unit, 

Product Development Unit, Research and Development Unit and Registry. 

o The Business Process Re-engineering Unit and 

o Administration, which is occupied with financial issues and general registry. 

 

The current vision of the EPZDA is the positioning of Mauritius as a world-class business 

centre in which the institution will act as facilitator and catalyst in forging the competitive 

edge of all export orientated activities. To accomplish this, the EPDZA compiled a new 

strategy for the period 2001 to 2003. In short, this strategy consists of the following aspects: 

 

o To promote technology in the industry through technology watch and technology 

transfer; 

o To carry out business process re-engineering to maximise the efficiency of 

enterprises; 

o To carry out research and dissemination of information; 

o To provide training to the industry; 
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o To promote cluster development, and 

o To provide support services in the field of regional cooperation. 

 

The structure of the Mauritius Freeport consists of three main groups of role-players, namely 

the Mauritius Freeport Authority (MFA), the private developers and the Freeport operators. 

The MFA was established in 1992 to act as regulator and facilitator for the development of 

the Freeport. Its main objective is to position Mauritius as a value-added regional logistics 

and marketing platform. 

 

The private developers of the Freeport include the Mauritius Freeport Development Co. Ltd, 

Freeport Operations (Mauritius) Ltd and Froid des Mascareignes. These companies have 

been established via public-private sector partnerships (Build-Operate-Transfer Scheme) 

and have invested in the development of 70 000m² of infrastructure. The constructed 

facilities are rented to Freeport operators at competitive rates and include warehousing 

space, cold rooms, processing centres and offices. 

 

At present, there are 350 Freeport companies involved in international trading, minor 

processing and simple assembly activities in the Freeport Sector. The Freeport operators 

have formed an association called the “Freeport Operators Association” in 1997 to act as a 

support group for the Freeport trade community and to help continuously improve operations 

in the Freeport sector. 

 

� Industry Focus 

 

Sectors that are included in the development programme of the EPZ include: 

 

o Precision engineering products, including dies and moulds, machine tool 

components, tool sets, satellite dishes and supportive activities such as the 

maintenance of moulds; Fabricated metal products, such as household appliances 

and precision sheet metal products such as metal enclosures for electronic and 

electrical equipment. 

o Machinery, such as cranes, equipment for the construction industry (concrete mixers, 

wheel barrows, etc), ship repairs and sugar factory parts. 

o Automotive parts and accessories, including gasket sets, shock absorbers, brake 

linings and pads, filters and radiators. 

o Light engineering products, such as brass locks, padlocks, doorknobs, electric fans, 

air conditioners and gas cylinders, water pumps, coachwork, dental equipment, 

electric transformers and fire extinguishers. 

o Printing and publishing, including all activities associated with this sector, such as 

conception, originating, graphic reproduction, colour separation, pre-press and post-

press activities. 

o Electronics, including consumer electronics (assembly of audio and video products 

and household electrical appliances), office equipment (computer peripherals and 

components and telecommunication equipment), electronic security systems 

(components for emergency lighting systems, security control panels and delay lines) 

and other (including printed circuit boards, electronic watches, quartz crystal blanks, 

etc). 
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The clothing and textile sector is, however, one of the main industrial sectors in the EPZ, 

contributing to 48% of the total number of EPZ enterprises. The main products manufactured 

include T-shirts, trousers, pullovers and men’s shirts, as well as yarns. Other industries also 

established here include fishing and fish preparations, pearls and other precious stones and 

jewellery. 

 

The main focus of the Mauritius Freeport is directed at becoming the warehousing, 

distribution and marketing hub of the region. Apart from the basic trade, the following 

activities are encouraged in the Freeport in order to respond to the regional market 

requirements: 

 

o Reshipment 

o Breaking Bulk and the consolidation of cargoes 

o Sorting, grading, mixing, packing and labelling for different markets 

o Simple assembly and minor processing 

o Sea-Air activities for faster delivery times 

o Mail order businesses 

o Global multilingual telemarketing 

o Quality Control Services 

o Marketing activities through a Marketing and Exhibition Centre 

o Freight forwarding and 

o Express courier services. 

 

� Facilities and services 

 

The Mauritius Freeport has been characterised by a large effort to upgrade and implement 

state-of-the-art infrastructure and facilities. These include: 

 

o Modern warehouses for dry goods 

o Cold rooms for fresh and frozen products 

o Processing centres for minor operations and simple assembly 

o Semi- and fully furnished offices 

o An international exhibition centre 

 

Other value-adding provided include: 

 

o Stock management and order processing modules 

o Access to information about stock levels at any time via the Internet 

o Security and highly confidential connectivity to inventory stock management 

o Plug-in facilities for reefer containers 

o Spaced modules for value-added industrial transformations, such as packing, bar-

coding, conditioning, quality control and palletisation of both dry and frozen products. 

 

At the Airport 2 500m² of space for offices, warehousing and processing allows companies to 

combine sea-air activities for faster delivery and easy access to landlocked countries. The 

air-air connection is mainly used for low volume/high value goods. 
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Reducing logistics costs has become a key consideration of companies involved in 

international trade. The Freeport provides international companies with a competitive 

platform through the following advantages: 

 

o Lowered general logistics costs 

o Lowered handling and freight costs through groupage and consolidation 

o Lowered administrative costs with one logistics company taking charge of the whole 

chain of distribution 

o Goods can be imported on bulk and then customised according to the needs of each 

re-export market as and when required 

o Reduced freight costs through Sea-Air combination. Products imported by sea and 

stored in the Freeport can be re-exported by air as and when require in the various 

African markets. 

 

Other services provided include trade facilitation (where the Freeport Authority acts as a 

facilitator to Freeport companies for market development). This includes Buyer/Seller 

meetings and sourcing missions in Asian countries. 

 

Services offered by the EPZDA also include: 

 

o A User Scheme, where members benefit from a free audit, regular follow-up and on-

call visits by EPZDA officers, free membership to the Information Resource Centre, a 

free web page on the EPZDA internet site and a 25% discount on all activities. 

o A Clothing Technology Centre, providing consultancy services, CAD Bureau, training 

courses, a product development unit and an Information Resource Centre. 

o Online Information Services, such as web-page hosting, banner hosting and intranet 

services 

 

As part of the Mauritius Freeport Authority’s strategy to foster continuous improvement and 

the customer-orientated business approach, the Authority is currently embarking on the 

installation of a Total Quality Management (TQM) system, based on the European 

Foundation of Quality Management model. The model attempts to translate the broad 

principles of TQM into everyday examples of what organisations ought to be doing to satisfy 

customers. The central theme of this model is that a truly excellent organisation is able to 

harness and release the talents of its people through the processes that it manages and 

operates to deliver excellence in business results. In this process, Freeport Companies also 

benefit since they are encouraged and financially supported to implement quality 

management systems based on the ISO9000 norm. A cost-sharing scheme has been 

devised in which beneficiaries contribute only 50% of the costs involved in the 

implementation and certification of their management systems. 

 

� Incentives 

 

Mauritius offers the following fiscal incentives: 

 

o Zero-rate tax on corporate profits; 

o Dividends non-taxable; 

o Exemption from customs duties on all goods imported into the Freeport Zone; 

o Reduced port handling charges for all goods destined for re-export; 
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o Free repatriation of profits; 

o 100% foreign ownership; 

o No exchange control; 

o Access to offshore banking facilities; 

o Paper and Commission Trade, and 

o The opportunity to realise a percentage of total turnover on the local market. 

 

Apart from lower logistics costs, the Freeport also provides investors with a one-stop service 

for their local logistics needs. IT applications are customised to meet their requirements in 

warehousing, distribution, sea or air freight. 

 

� Success Elements 

 

To summarise, the following main elements played an important role in the success of 

Mauritius: 

 

o The Mauritius EPZ and Freeport is managed by a body that is structures to address 

the needs and demands of potential investors, whilst ensuring flexibility. This is 

evident from the nature of the various departments/units of which the EPZDA 

consists of, namely an Information and Communications Unit, technological 

development (Clothing Unit), Business Process Reengineering unit and an 

administrational unit. Additionally, the development in Mauritius was characterised by 

a strong leaderships that initiated development in the midst of political and economic 

instability. 

o Also important, is the liaison between different planning and management bodies to 

achieve one goal: the overall development of the area. Mauritius saw the integrated 

cooperation of management institutions, government, port operators and private 

developers in its industrial development history. The formation of public-private 

sector partnerships was one of the instruments used to achieve this. 

o Although the “traditional” economic sectors of Mauritius was not ignored in the 

industrial development process (that is, textiles, clothing and sugar), new 

international development trends and opportunities of that time were also 

incorporated in the profile of industries. This included the establishment of several 

high-tech industries and electronic industries. The potential of tourism was also not 

overseen. 

o Industries are encouraged and supported to improve competitiveness by means of 

effective quality control systems and ongoing products development, which keeps 

track of international market trends. 

o The Freeport provides relevant, modern logistics infrastructure and services, which 

supports investment and trading. These include quality control, sea-air transfer 

services, mail order services, freight forwarding and express courier facilities. 

Emphasis is laid on the decreasing of transport costs, linked t delivery times. 

o Ongoing human resource development marked the increased growth and 

popularity of the area. The human resources were initially seen as the country’s only 

resources. As a consequence, the population was actively being prepared and 

developed to promote productivity and competitive labour costs. 
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7.3 LOCAL EXPERIENCE 

 

7.3.1 Coega Industrial Development Zone 

 

A site visit to the Coega Industrial Development Zone was undertaken on the 4th of March 

2009 by Demacon, Wesgro and the Department of Economic Development and Tourism. 

The meeting was conducted with Mr Waseem Mustapha (Property Development and 

Commercial Manager of the Coega Development Corporation) and Mr Gustav Meyer 

(Business Development Manager of the Coega Development Corporation). The following 

information was obtained: 

 

� Background 

 

Coega is situated near the city of Port Elizabeth on South Africa’s Eastern Cape coast, the 

Coega Industrial Development Zone is designed to meet the needs of manufacturers, 

trading and logistics companies wanting to succeed in global markets.  

 

Coega is at the centre of the world's main trade routes, being equidistant from the Americas 

(North and South), European and the Pacific Rim regions. This makes the Coega IDZ the 

ideal location for any manufacturer adding value to raw materials and components and 

producing goods bound for the world markets. The long-term plans for the Coega IDZ 

include an international airport to handle high value freight as well as passengers. Coega 

offers:  

 

o Industrial parks – spread across 11 000 hectares of land - customised for heavy, 

medium and light industries  

o Purpose-built, world-class infrastructure  

o Inter-modal transportation linkages  

o Integration with South Africa's newest deepwater port, a world-class gateway to 

international markets  

o Container, general cargo and bulk terminals  

o Economic clusters centred on backward and forward integration  

o One stop shop investor facilitation with all relevant Government departments and 

agencies  

o Customised employee training programmes  

o World-class environmental policies and standards  

o Customs-secure areas for the assembly and manufacture of products for export.  

o A high-tech communications infrastructure  

o Among world's cheapest electric power  

o Access industrial standard water supplies  

 

The Coega Development Corporation (Pty) Ltd has been mandated by the South African 

Government to implement the Coega Industrial Development Zone, which incorporates a 

new deepwater port at the mouth of the Coega River and a large industrial area. In addition, 

the long-term planning for the Coega IDZ includes a new international airport.  

 

The Coega Development Corporation (CDC) was established in 1999 and the funding came 

in small portions from the Provincial Government. The area was conceptualised and the 
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Coega Industrial Development Zone (IDZ) covers 11 000 hectares of land today. The Coega 

IDZ is a phased development around industry clusters with Custom Secure Areas (CSA).  

 

In order to understand what industries to attract to the area, IBM (a Belgium company) did 

some studies for the CDC regarding port locations on what South Africa can offer (in other 

words, industries that can offer something to make it more competitive). They suggested that 

South Africa should not even be looking at BPO’s, telecommunications etc, due to the high 

costs and the telecommunications within South Africa which is very poor. 

 

IBM mentioned that some of the biggest drivers are labour cost, utilities, land cost etc. In 

order to understand what can be developed and invested in the area, you need to establish 

what raw material is within the area, where does it come from etc. IBM then gave Coega a 

list of possible industries that could be important for their area, such as metals and 

beneficiation thereof, the automotive focus, logistics (which is very important at a port). IBM 

also mentioned that branding internationally is also very important for the success of such a 

development. 

 

Mr Mustapha mentioned that the Coega IDZ is a stand-alone IDZ and that it is important to 

be commercially viable in order to be able to cover the operational and capital costs in the 

end. The land was previously farm land which the CDC bought up over the years (except for 

the port area).  

 

� Management 

 

The Coega Development Corporation is the operator of the Coega Industrial Development 

Zone. The CDC is wholly-owned by the South African Government. At the beginning they 

only had a CEO and two other employees who drove this development. They received funds 

through the National Treasury, through DTI, through Province and through ECDC. 

 

� Infrastructure 

 

o Electricity Supply - The installation of the bulk electrical supply infrastructure for the 

Coega IDZ, which will culminate in the energisation of the network for the zone, is 

near completion.  A total of twenty 11 kV indoor interconnection substations for 

distribution of power into the various industrial clusters in the IDZ, were built by local 

SMME subcontractors, most of whom were women. These substations are linked by 

32 km of medium voltage cable (11 KV). The cost were estimated at approximately 

R180 million. 

o ICT 

o Port of Ngqura - The port can accommodate vessels of up to 80 000 tons 

deadweight, and a draught of up to 23 metres. The depth of the channel and its 

location in the protected Algoa Bay make it one of the best positioned deepwater 

harbours on the South African coast. Ngqura is mid-way between the Ports of 

Durban (384 nautical miles north-east) and Cape Town (423 nautical miles west). 

Phase 1 of the construction of Ngqura will accommodate five purpose-built berths. 

One berth will cater for liquid bulk, two for dry bulk, and two for containers. 

o Rail and road Networks 

o Telecommunications infrastructure 

o Voice and Data Connections 
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� Investments and Industries 

 

Mr Mustapha indicated that the study they did through IBM also informed them of what type 

of industries could work within the IDZ. He mentioned that the world is littered with IDZ’s – 

and that a tailored product is needed in order to be attractive and competitive. The right 

prices and incentives (operating incentives) are needed for investors. Mr Mustapha also 

stated that if you want to compete with other areas and industries, you need to have the full 

basket plus additional extras to attract them. He stated that tax incentives will not work in 

South Africa because some of the political leaders are set against it.  

 

Mr Mustapha indicated that in terms of the metal industry it will take a long time 

(approximately 5 years) to establish, especially in terms of feasibility studies etc. that is 

needed to be undertaken.  

 

� Investment Incentives  

 

The South African Department of Trade and Industry supports investment through over 90 

grants and incentives. They include: 

 

o Double taxation avoidance agreements mean that investors do not pay tax twice on 

the same income  

o Customs and Excise duty refunds and drawbacks  

o Export marketing and Investment Assistance Scheme  

o Zero rating for value added tax (VAT) on exports of goods and services  

o Capital allowance write-off over 5 years at 20%per annum  

o Wear and tear allowance  

o Depreciation allowance on buildings used for manufacture  

o Funding Through:  

• Critical infrastructure fund  

• Black business supplier programme  

• Foreign Investment Grant  

• Skills support programme  

• Strategic industrial projects 

 

The incentives provided by DTI are all generic incentives and does not differentiate between 

the different industrial locations (and their specific advantages) situated within South Africa. 

This could be regarded as a drawback for some ideal industrial locations.  

 

� Land Issues 

 

The issue was raised regarding the difficulty to obtain land within the Saldanha Bay 

Municipality due to the fact that it is within the hands of the private sector. Mr Mustapha 

mentioned that land is one of the most important factors of an IDZ. He suggested 

possibilities that could be investigated in future in terms of Saldanha Bay such as land 

assembly, expropriation, land availability agreements etc. He also mentioned that this could 

have a great impact when determining the phasing of the area. Mr Mustapha mentioned that 

the land they obtained was vacant agricultural land which they bought over the years.   
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� Clustering 

 

Mr Mustapha stated that their whole concept for the Coega IDZ was to have subzones / 

clusters. They have a Core Development Zone (Zone 1 to 5) that comprises of 6 500 ha of 

serviced land and the idea is to attract varied industries to this area. 

 

They currently need serious funding (only get portions of funding at the moment). Their bulk 

infrastructure cost so far was about R3 billion (excluding the port). In the beginning they only 

sold and leased land, but now they build buildings as well. They now lease land and 

buildings and do not sell land anymore. The prices are market related prices.  

 

The Coega IDZ is a phased development around industry clusters with Custom Secure 

Areas (CSA) dedicated for export oriented manufacturing companies located in the zone. 

Coega offers a platform for global exports by attracting foreign and local investment in 

manufacturing industries. A strategic Development Framework Plan (DFP) for the Coega 

IDZ has been developed focusing on infrastructure development and facilities for the Core 

Development Area (CDA) comprised of 6 500 hectares.  

 

o Investor advantages for locating at Coega 

• Rezoned Land  

• Serviced Sites  

• Flexible lease and utility prices  

 

The key priority investment sectors currently pursued by the CDC are in the following 

sectors:  

 

o  Metals / Metallurgical  

• Ferro chrome  

• Stainless Still  

• Iron and steel Slabs  

• Aluminium beneficiation  

• Metals Feb 

o  Textiles 

• Flax; Wool & Mohair, Agri-processing 

o  Automotive 

• Automotive components  

• Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) 

o  Services 

• BPO & O (Financial Shared Services Centre) 

• Call Centre 

o  Chemicals 

• Organic (Petrochemicals)  

• Inorganic (Chlorine) 

o   Energy 

• Alternative Energy Sources (LNG) 

 

To date, the Coega IDZ has 15 signed investors and some of their main anchors within the 

IDZ are Strait Chemicals, Afro-Asia and Eastern Cape Biomass Fuel Pellets. Since 

inception, they’ve employed over 22 000 individuals. 
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The first infrastructure investments in the Coega IDZ are focusing on areas where the 

investors have to locate. Infrastructure implementation in Zones 1 

combination of 1st and 2nd Tier infill where sites are ready for immediate occupation. Zones 

5 have been identified to locate the following activities: 1) light electronics and 

) textiles, agri - processing, 4) Academic and training, Services

) heavy to medium manufacturing.  

Infrastructure implementation philosophy of the zone can be seen as Bulk Distribution (1st 

Tier) of Services in the actual industrial sectors which will be followed by Secondary 

Distribution (2nd Tier) servicing up to the site boundaries and finally site services (3rd Tier) 

for specific investor requirements. 

CDC indicated that their profit is socio-economic development. The 

he IDZ is also very important - for instance logistics, a smelter and a bakery

be situated next to each other and plastic production cannot be near dust. IBN, Professor 

Porter, did the clustering for CDC. Clustering in terms of the IDZ 

Aesthetics is also a very important factor to some companies. Companies that work together 

should be allocated close to one another, for instance some companies 

which they provide to the company next to them for further use. Air quali

, especially if you have smelters within the IDZ. 

oned that in terms of Saldanha, a metal cluster will work very well there 

especially also with Orex there. They stated that the infrastructure depends on what y

planning for the area, what developments will happen and what clusters you need.

Coega IDZ Cluster Layouts 

The first infrastructure investments in the Coega IDZ are focusing on areas where the 

mplementation in Zones 1 to 5 includes a 

combination of 1st and 2nd Tier infill where sites are ready for immediate occupation. Zones 

ight electronics and 

) Academic and training, Services, 

Infrastructure implementation philosophy of the zone can be seen as Bulk Distribution (1st 

llowed by Secondary 

Distribution (2nd Tier) servicing up to the site boundaries and finally site services (3rd Tier) 

economic development. The 

for instance logistics, a smelter and a bakery cannot 

cannot be near dust. IBN, Professor 

 is very important. 

Aesthetics is also a very important factor to some companies. Companies that work together 

should be allocated close to one another, for instance some companies produce pellets 

. Air quality is also a very 

a metal cluster will work very well there - 

especially also with Orex there. They stated that the infrastructure depends on what you are 

planning for the area, what developments will happen and what clusters you need. 
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� Land Products and Space Solutions 

 

Prices of Leased Land - All serviced land in the IDZ is zoned with a special IDZ zoning, 

which allows for most industrial uses, commercial, including office and retail and service 

stations sites; but excluding residential. The actual or indicative land pricing and rentals for 

serviced land are based on market-related prices, which are then discounted based on 

various factors, which include potential direct jobs to be created, foreign currency input, risks 

for the CDC, environmental impact of the industry, downstream opportunities and other 

factors.  Serviced land rentals and building are also further negotiable. 

 

This is done in terms of the requirements of the investor (i.e. tenant) with respect to the 

period of tenure.  Sites are also tailored to the requirements of the investor in terms of size, 

location, access to ports / road / rail linkages.  Leasing of serviced land is incentivised by 

means of discounted market-related leases and structured leases. All leases are triple-net 

leases and utility services (i.e. sewerage, effluent discharge, water and electricity) purchased 

from the Zone Operator (i.e. CDC).  A Zone levy is also payable, which goes towards the 

management, security and maintenance of the IDZ and property rates to the local 

municipality. 

 

Table 7.2 Coega IDZ: Serviced Land Pricing (Rentals) 

 

Purpose-Built facilities - Purpose-built top-structure solutions (i.e. warehousing or 

factories), in terms of the investor’s / tenant specifications, for leasing. These are normally 

for reasonably generic type facilities that can be used for different industrial applications or 

uses.  These types of leases are also structured to ease the initial cash-flow of the investor 

in the first few years. 

  

All leases are triple-net leases and utility services (i.e. sewerage, effluent discharge, water 

and electricity) purchased from the Zone Operator (i.e. CDC). A Zone levy is also payable, 

which goes towards the management, security and maintenance of the IDZ and property 

rates to the local municipality. 

 

Ready-Built Speculative Facilities - Investors with tight timeframes can opt to move into 

ready built speculative warehousing. These warehouses are designed as generic 
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warehouses suitable for various types of light to heavy industrial applications. Additionally 

various other ready built facilities are being developed to suit the needs of potential 

investors. These include shared industrial facilities and a Business Outsourcing (BPO) 

Facility.  

 

Various type of ready built speculative warehousing is being developed in the Coega IDZ for 

potential investors needed immediate occupation or within very short timeframes. These 

speculative warehouses are provided with their specifications in Zone 1, 2 and 3. 

 

Pricing in terms of the abovementioned: 

 

o Coega warehouses to let – rental structures for speculative warehouse 1 within 

Zone 1 (1 744m²) - The proposed monthly and annual rentals (excluding VAT), for 

the land and buildings for Speculative Warehouse 1 in Zone 1, are as follows: 

• 10 000m² site in Zone 1 (with main Zone arterial road frontage) at R12 500 

per month (R1.25 / m² per month) during year 1; PLUS  

• 1 744m warehouse with 358m² offices and 107m² ablutions and canteen (total 

area of 2 209m²), at R45 706 per month (R20.69 / m2 per month) during 

year 1; PLUS  

• Improvement to the vacant serviced land, in terms of civil services and all 

hardstand areas, at R14 254 per month (R1.43 / m² per month) during year 

1.  

• The proposed total monthly rentals for serviced land, facilities and 

improvements to the land is thus R72 460 per month (i.e. R869 520 per 

annum) during year 1, escalated annually at 8%.  

 

o Coega warehouses to let – rental structures for speculative warehouse 2 within 

Zone 2 (2 649m²) -  The proposed monthly and annual rentals (excluding VAT), for 

the land and buildings for Speculative Warehouse 2 in Zone 2, are as follows: 

• 10 000m² site in Zone 2 (with N2 national road frontage) at R15 500 per 

month (R1.55 / m² per month) during year 1; PLUS  

• 2 649m warehouse with 563m² offices and 117m ablutions (total area of 

3329m²), at R61 687 per month (R18.53 / m² per month) during year 1; 

PLUS  

• Improvement to the vacant serviced land, in terms of civil services and all 

hardstand areas, at R14 361 per month (R1.44 / m² per month) during year 

1. 

• The proposed total monthly rentals for serviced land, facilities and 

improvements to the land is thus R91 548 per month (i.e. R1 098 576 per 

annum) during year 1, escalated annually at 8%.  

 

o Funding and Development Facilities - Private Developers could fund and develop 

the required top-structure facilities for specific secured investors (i.e. tenants) in the 

IDZ, on specified serviced sites.  The CDC will facilitate the process of procuring 

suitable development companies for the development for specified investors (i.e. 

tenants). The developer would purchase or lease (over a specified period) the site 

from the CDC and in turn provide the investor (i.e. tenant) with the required rentable 

space solution 
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o Joint Ventures - The CDC could consider Joint Venture (JV) property development 

solutions, either for specific secured investors (i.e. tenants) on a specified site or 

speculative developments based on a perceived need.  In this instance the CDC 

would partner up with developers or investors to undertake the proposed 

development. 

 
o Speculative Facilities – Private Developers / investors could purchase or lease 

(over a specified period) serviced land from the CDC to undertake speculative 

development.  In this instance, the CDC will not play any role in securing tenants into 

the development after the sale or lease agreement, unless it is in a specific 

consulting role to the Property Developer. 

• Zone 1: 1 700m² warehouses plus 196m² offices on a 0.91 ha site 

• Zone 2: 2 550m² warehouses plus 294m² offices on a 9.21 ha site 

• Zone 3: 3 700m² warehouses plus 437m² offices on a 1.38 ha site 

 

� Strategic Relationships 

 

Mr Mustapha stated that building strategic relationships is the key to the whole IDZ 

development. He mentioned that you need very good relationships with Metro and that it will 

also give you a level of flexibility in the future. He mentioned that if you have strategic 

relationships with big companies such as Mercedes for example in East London, then they 

(Mercedes) will bring many companies with them which are very beneficial to the IDZ.  

 

� Challenges & Operations 

 

In terms of challenges, Mr Mustapha mentioned that tighter phasing in terms of the Coega 

IDZ could have been better, but that phasing in terms of the clusters does, however, take 

place. He said that they allocated people randomly and that was a big mistake from their 

side. He mentioned that they have flexibility in terms of the stand sizes (huge stands) and 

that they can present investors with bigger stands if they prefer. He mentioned that funding 

is a constant constraint to them and that a practical investor perspective is necessary. 

 

He stated that when the land is leased to investors, the investors builds their own building on 

the land, then once the investors leave the area they (investor) are responsible to clear the 

land themselves (in other words, they must take the building with them). He mentioned that 

there are pros and cons when selling land, but they prefer not to sell the land. He stated that 

they do want Custom Controlled Areas (import – export duty / VAT exemption etc.) and that 

the port will only be operational in October this year (2009).  

 

He mentioned that they follow the IDZ model in terms of fencing their subzones only due to 

the fact that they have a National road that runs through the IDZ. Not all the areas are 

custom controlled (only zones 1 to 5) - not all industries need customs. Proclamation of the 

area took place; where you need to pay rates and taxes to the Metro. CDC, however, has an 

agreement with Metro and are exempt from it. 

 

� Environment 

 

Mr Mustapha mentioned that an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was done for the 

whole area in the beginning. Certain industries such as a smelter, aquaculture etc. still 
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needs to do their own EIAs when they want to develop within the IDZ. As each investment or 

development proposal is received, the potential investor or tenant must stipulate the various 

industrial or commercial processes which will be undertaken within the business operation. 

This is fundamental to the tenant approval process which, in turn, is integral to the 

environmental management system for the Coega IDZ. The environmental management 

system will comply with ISO 14001 specifications. Before a permit is issued by the relevant 

South African Government environmental authority for an industrial activity to be undertaken 

within the IDZ, an EIA will be undertaken to determine the precise impacts and benefits of 

that development. 

 

The CDC will set minimum pollution standards in respect of inter alia groundwater, surface 

water, air quality and land management. These standards generally are much more stringent 

than the South African national standards and guidelines.   

 

The day-to-day environmental work within the IDZ is overseen by an environmental 

specialist within the project team, while an independent body, the Ngqura Environmental 

Committee plays a monitoring role in this regard. The IDZ has strict environmental 

management guidelines as well as architectural and landscaping guidelines. 

 

� Important things to consider & Lessons Learnt 

 

Mr Mustapha indicated that the strongest focus should be towards foreign investment in 

order to expand the area and development. He stated that an IDZ does not necessarily need 

a few big anchors and can work with several small to medium companies as well. He 

mentioned that the smelter in Coega did not work, due to the high power / electricity usage, 

but that there are future plans for a power station (provided by Eskom). 

 

He mentioned that the demand for metals disappeared and that there is a lot of uncertainty 

around aluminium at the moment. Wind energy could also be a possibility for Port Elizabeth 

(various investors interested in terms of this), but wind energy will only work for residential 

and not for industrial due to the high usage of industries.      

 

The IDZ is a government project and the social and economic development aspects are very 

important, such as jobs, wealth, economic development etc. The CDC will need further 

funding for capital infrastructure and in order to run by itself in the future. Government will 

give funding over time (seed funding), but will only give funding up to a certain point. 

 

Mr Mustapha indicated that the CDC buys the water in bulk from the municipality and then 

reticulate it to each tenant. In terms of electricity, the municipality reticulates the electricity to 

each tenant themselves. He mentioned that this arrangement depends on the municipality 

and your relationship with them. An important consideration that he mentioned is the control 

that you have over the supply and quality thereof. The question is whether you want to make 

money out of it or merely want to pass it on. CDC makes money on some of it. They cannot 

formulate their own prices, but does make money when they buy in bulk and then sell it 

again to the tenants. In some areas the service delivery from the municipality might be 

excellent and in some not - a model that will work for must be implemented within the IDZ. 
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� In terms of Saldanha 

 

Mr Mustapha suggested that an International Operator might work within the Saldanha area, 

as the Operator could have a footprint globally, client base, resources and the knowledge to 

undertake this. He stated that an International Operator normally wants to run the IDZ by 

themselves, but then it is not classified as an IDZ. The International Operator will not come 

in with the idea of socio-economic benefits for South Africa, but will rather be purely 

operationally orientated. You can however split the area – run part of it locally and partly 

foreigners.  

 

Investment attractions in Saldanha could be a constraint. In some cases it is better to use 

South African companies to find foreign investors. Some people come to South Africa for a 

holiday and then become investors afterwards (such as the case with the Waterfront in Cape 

Town). 

 

Industries that were suggested by CDC that could possibly work within Saldanha: Metal 

beneficiation (Saldanha have a port and Orex) the infrastructure is already there you just 

need to use it. Electricity could be a challenge, but there is the possibility of a gas power 

station which will be an important anchor for Saldanha. Titanium is a possible development 

option for Saldanha and in terms of the Oil and Gas project there is a lot of scope. 

 

Mr Mustapha stated that the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) must come on board 

for an IDZ to work and he also mentioned that IDZs in SA are currently under review in terms 

of policies, incentives etc. 

 

Mr Mustapha mentioned that phasing (tight phasing) during the development of the 

Saldanha IDZ is very important, otherwise Saldanha will be situated in the same position as 

Coega (with huge open spaces not being utilised).  

 

� Success Elements & benefits for investors 

o A reasonable return on their investment.  

o Coega is equidistant to world markets and this locational advantage will be amplified 

as world shipping changes,  

o Coega is also well-placed to service South Africa's internal market and SADC 

countries.  

o Coega is also located at the heart of the ‘Detroit of South Africa' – allowing for strong 

linkages and competitive advantages flowing from clustering with the existing auto 

industries.  

o With up to 11 500 hectares available for development, Coega represents a vast land 

area, with low rentals leading to reasonable returns for investors,  

o Serviced plots will be available in industrial and business clusters, suitable for heavy 

and light industries  

o Access to the existing and proposed airport.  

o Reliable, low cost energy supply.  

o Industrial-standard water.  

o International standard environmental management, including ‘Best practice' waste 

management.  

o The new deepwater port & container terminal.  
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o Industrial infrastructure purpose

o National road and rail linkages. 

o Skilled labour force.  

o Internationally-recognised training facilities 

o Architectural and land usage policies 

o Co-existing with Eco-tourism initiatives 

o Strategic Government initiative 

o One-stop shop investor services, 

– a world-class IDZ operator

7.3.2 East London Industrial Development Zone

 

A site visit to the East London Industrial 

Development Zone was undertaken on the 4

March 2009 by Demacon and the Department of 

Economic Development and Tourism. The 

meeting was conducted with Mr 

Kondlo (Chief Executive Officer of the East 

London IDZ), Mr Thando Gwintsa (Executive 

Manager: Investor Services of the East London

IDZ), Mr Tembela Zweni (Executive Manager: 

Business Development of the East London IDZ) 

and Mr Herbert Batidzirai (Senior Manager: 

Strategic Planning and Management from the 

Province of the Eastern Cape: Department of Economic Development and Environmenta

Affairs). The following information was obtained:

 

� Background 

 

Located in the Eastern Cape, South Africa’s second largest province and one of its most 

scenically beautiful, the East London IDZ is a world

country’s first operational zone.

government’s strategy to position the country within the global economy, aims to provide a 

location for strategic investments which encourage economic growth through the export 

manufacturing industries. 

  

The East London IDZ is located in Buffalo City, the municipal area which also incorporates 

Bhisho, the province’s capital and King William’s T

Benz South Africa (MBSA) as well as other component manufacturers. Some of the world

renowned auto component manufacturers like Johnson Controls, Feltex, Venture, TI 

Automotive, Carcoustics and Eurofit are located 

 

The concept of the East London IDZ 

 

First stage - Rode did a study a few years ago about IDZ’s and EPZ (what

internationally) where the country’s

within an IDZ in SA. The EL IDZ has Custom Controlled Areas (zero rating on input, VAT 

exemption).  
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infrastructure purpose-built to client requirements.  

tional road and rail linkages.  

recognised training facilities  

Architectural and land usage policies  

tourism initiatives  

Strategic Government initiative  

stop shop investor services, facilitated by the Coega Development Corporation 

class IDZ operator.  

East London Industrial Development Zone 

A site visit to the East London Industrial 

Development Zone was undertaken on the 4th of 

March 2009 by Demacon and the Department of 

Economic Development and Tourism. The 

meeting was conducted with Mr Simphiwe 

(Chief Executive Officer of the East 

London IDZ), Mr Thando Gwintsa (Executive 

Manager: Investor Services of the East London 

IDZ), Mr Tembela Zweni (Executive Manager: 

Business Development of the East London IDZ) 

and Mr Herbert Batidzirai (Senior Manager: 

Strategic Planning and Management from the 

Province of the Eastern Cape: Department of Economic Development and Environmenta

The following information was obtained: 

Located in the Eastern Cape, South Africa’s second largest province and one of its most 

scenically beautiful, the East London IDZ is a world-class 430 hectare industrial park and the 

s first operational zone. The IDZ programme, which is part of the national 

government’s strategy to position the country within the global economy, aims to provide a 

location for strategic investments which encourage economic growth through the export 

The East London IDZ is located in Buffalo City, the municipal area which also incorporates 

Bhisho, the province’s capital and King William’s Town. The city is home to

South Africa (MBSA) as well as other component manufacturers. Some of the world

renowned auto component manufacturers like Johnson Controls, Feltex, Venture, TI 

Automotive, Carcoustics and Eurofit are located within the IDZ. 

the East London IDZ developed as follows: 

Rode did a study a few years ago about IDZ’s and EPZ (what

rnationally) where the country’s legislation does not apply within an EPZ but it does apply 

within an IDZ in SA. The EL IDZ has Custom Controlled Areas (zero rating on input, VAT 

 

facilitated by the Coega Development Corporation 

Province of the Eastern Cape: Department of Economic Development and Environmental 

Located in the Eastern Cape, South Africa’s second largest province and one of its most 

class 430 hectare industrial park and the 

, which is part of the national 

government’s strategy to position the country within the global economy, aims to provide a 

location for strategic investments which encourage economic growth through the export 

The East London IDZ is located in Buffalo City, the municipal area which also incorporates 

The city is home to Mercedes 

South Africa (MBSA) as well as other component manufacturers. Some of the world-

renowned auto component manufacturers like Johnson Controls, Feltex, Venture, TI 

Rode did a study a few years ago about IDZ’s and EPZ (what IDZs are called 

legislation does not apply within an EPZ but it does apply 

within an IDZ in SA. The EL IDZ has Custom Controlled Areas (zero rating on input, VAT 
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Mr Kondlo stated that the Chamber of Commerce (also funders of Mercedes Benz) and the 

municipality prepared the case for an IDZ to DTI. They received R50 million from the 

department for feasibilities, market research, the full planning, the EIA etc. after which a 

Section 21 company was established. They designated the area which they applied for and 

they also needed to indicate that they spoke to all the land owners and that the land will be 

available in the future.  

 

Second Stage - Needed to find an Operator and a Provisional Operator was approved by 

DTI. They needed commitment from various departments such as the department of 

Economic Affairs etc. Then they presented a Business Plan to the department. Mr Kondlo 

stated that they also did a comprehensive plan – where they decided what sectors to 

incorporate, at what rate they should populate the land, should they sell land or put up 

buildings etc. They looked at land, utilities, rentals etc. They also needed to plan how much 

will be generated over a period of time and by what time/stage they wanted to operate on 

their own. Treasury wanted to know all these information. 

 

He mentioned that if you want to know how to do this in terms of industrial serviced land, you 

need to break the sectors down and look at the multipliers (jobs – indirect jobs, construction 

jobs etc.) in terms of socio-economic development. You must identify what skills will be 

developed, how many employment opportunities there will be – all of this is very important to 

DTI. 

 

The municipality, the department and ECDC are shareholders of the EL IDZ. The land was 

given to them at a certain rate; which they could then occupy and develop before the IDZ 

was approved (in terms of putting up basic infrastructure, fencing, gatehouses etc). The 

funding was received from Province (hard cash) and DTI (in terms of the Critical 

Infrastructure Programme) and the municipality co-funded the infrastructure. 

 

They have a mix model in terms of selling and leasing land – they sell land (30%), they lease 

land (15%) and they develop land to put up structures (55%). Regarding building on specs – 

they put up structures according to specs that are flexible for various businesses. 

 

Mr Kondlo mentioned that they do sell land which lead to cash flow, but that is not what they 

really want to do, because they lose the long term revenue stream. When industries buy 

then they are here to stay which is beneficial for the IDZ. They, however, do not have 

unlimited resources and need the private sector money. They need ongoing revenue, so 

they do not want to sell too much, they need rental stock – so that’s why they use a mix 

model. They will not, however, sell their most attractive sites. 

 

They received their licence in July 2007 to operate as an IDZ. They have 14 investments 

currently on site. They have dual funding and report to DTI, the Province and a Steering 

Committee on a quarterly basis. The shareholding works as follows: they were a Pty Limited 

Company before they got their licence and now 74% - Province, 26% - Municipality, DTI - 

funder. 

 

The cost of the infrastructure of the IDZ was approximately R900 million of which 54% was 

funded by Province and the rest by DTI. 
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Mr Kondlo mentioned yet again that a Custom Controlled Area is a big incentive for 

investors. He mentioned that they attract small and medium companies to the area. He also 

stated that relationships are very important (with DTI, the Port, Municipality, Chamber of 

Commerce etc.).They have good relationships with Mercedes Benz and work very close with 

them, which bring forth very positive things. 

 

The driving factor why companies also choose East London IDZ is also the fact that ECDC, 

the Province etc are all situated in one area. So when investors want to come and talk to 

them, they are all situated in the same place, speaking the same language. 

 

� Milestones 

  

o 1998 - Formation of the East London Development Zone Corporation – a section 21 

entity entrusted with the development of an IDZ for East London  

o 2001 | October - Application to DTI for a designation of an IDZ for East London 

o 2002 - 1st International external audit for ISO 14001 certification 

o 2002 | September - DTI designates an IDZ for East London. Department of Trade 

and Industry awards Provisional IDZ Operator’s Licence 

o 2003 | May - Start of East London IDZ construction phase through the awarding of 

the first bulk infrastructure contract. 

o 2003 | June - Change of East London IDZ into a private company owned 74% by the 

Eastern Cape Development Corporation and 26% by Buffalo City Municipality 

o 2004 | January - Relocation of Leeches Bay informal settlement by East London IDZ 

in conjunction with Buffalo City Municipality 

o 2004 | September - Launch of Leaches Bay Electrical Sub station 

o 2005 | June - Announcement of the first three investors valued at R188 million 

o 2005 | July - Finalisation of bulk internal infrastructure phase 

o 2005 | October - Announcement of R112 million Foxtec-Ikhwezi investment 

o 2006 | April - Sod - turning of the Automotive Supplier Park 

o 2006 | December - Announcement of ASP investors valued at R395 million 

o 2007 | December - Announcement of four new investors valued at R165 million 

o 2008 | December - Announcement of seven new investors valued at R239 million. 

Construction of vehicle storage centre complete. 

 

� Clusters 

 

Currently 22 investors have taken up the opportunity to establish operations in the East 

London IDZ. The construction of the Automotive Supplier Park (ASP) in record time and to 

world-class standards has attracted numerous investors in this strong sector. In addition, 

further sector investors including aqua culture, and transport and logistics are operational in 

the East London IDZ. 

 

Mr Kondlo stated that the East London IDZ has 100 fully serviced sites with fencing for each 

zone and each with security. The waste from one cluster is used by another cluster and 

government funding is used for training. The biggest industries within the IDZ are Mercedes, 

Nestle and Johnson.  
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The East London IDZ offers opportunities primarily, although not exclusively, to businesses 

in the automotive, marine aquaculture, agro-processing (bio-fuels, food and timber 

processing), pharmaceutical industry and ICT & electronics and BPO & O. 

 

� Industry Benefits 

 

The East London IDZ has established itself as a frontrunner IDZ in South Africa through the 

provision of world class infrastructure, logistics and shared services. Well positioned in close 

proximity to national roads, rail and air networks as well as the highly efficient East London 

Port, the East London IDZ is strategically poised to provide a highly valuable investment 

offering to local and international investors. 

  

Completed bulk infrastructure, the Automotive Supplier Park (ASP) as well as shared 

services and logistics are some of the on-the-ground benefits of locating in the East London 

IDZ, together with the national government investment incentives to promote economic 

growth create an environment that is ideal for investment.  

  

Opportunities exist for a range of sectors where the benefits of the East London IDZ together 

with the opportunities of the region are attractive for investors: 

  

o Automotive industry  

o Marine aquaculture  

o Agro-processing (bio-fuels, food and timber processing)  

o Pharmaceuticals  

o ICT & Electronics and Business Process Outsourcing & Off shoring  

 

� Zone layout 

 

o Zone 1A - Positioned only 3km from the city's airport - Zone 1A is ideal for investors 

looking at manufacturing for the export market. The zone, which boasts a truck 

staging area, offers investors a highly customised logistics solution. The East London 

IDZ's Automotive Supplier Park is also positioned within Zone 1A - encouraging the 

efficient utilisation of shared manufacturing, logistics and services to produce 

logistical and other operational cost savings. 

o Zone 1B - Positioned in the heart of the East London IDZ with its own access control 

and security system, the zone is ideally placed for an anchor tenant in one of the 

East London IDZ's target sectors. Proximity to the airport and road networks enables 

efficient access to local and international markets. 

o Zone 1C - Zone 1C is the transportation area and offers investors a streamlined 

transportation control system whilst also ensuring the safety and security of all goods 

entering and leaving the zone. 

o Zone 1D - This zone is ideal for services industries such as logistics service 

providers who have immediate access to the primary road network connecting East 

London to other major cities. This zone is also well positioned for industries focused 

on production for local markets. 

o Zone 1E - Positioned in the heart of the Alexander Golf Course, this zone is ideally 

located for the development of office parks and other hospitality related projects. 

o Zone 1F - Positioned adjacent to DaimlerChrysler SA (DCSA) and the port, this is an 

ideal location for industries that require efficient and fast access to the port. 
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Figure 7.3 East London IDZ Zone

� Zone Infrastructure 

 

The East London IDZ consists of 430ha of prime serviced industrial land, developed and 

custom built to service investors' needs.

 

o Land - There are 100 fully

six individually fenced sub

 

o Security 

• The zone offers a secure trading area, wi

2.4m high external

• Each zone has access control

into the area.  

• There is 24-hour surveillance at each of the three manned en

 

o Roads infrastructure

• 18.5km developed road

• Roads are built for continuous 

• The East London IDZ can be accessed through a newly built dual carriageway

that has been designed

  

o Electricity 

• A minimum basic electricity supply equal to 100kVA at 420V has been provided 

for each erven.  

• The newly constructed Leaches Bay electrical sub

transformers with provision for two future 20MVA transformers. 
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East London IDZ Zones Layout 

The East London IDZ consists of 430ha of prime serviced industrial land, developed and 

custom built to service investors' needs.  

There are 100 fully serviced sites in the zone which have been packaged into 

six individually fenced sub-zones - each designed to serve specific investor needs.

The zone offers a secure trading area, with all zones individually fenced with a 

2.4m high external fence and a 3m high internal electrified fence.

access control and data assessment systems to monitor access 

hour surveillance at each of the three manned entrances.

Roads infrastructure 

18.5km developed road  

Roads are built for continuous usage by 22m-long interlines.  

The East London IDZ can be accessed through a newly built dual carriageway

that has been designed to carry both light and heavy vehicles. 

A minimum basic electricity supply equal to 100kVA at 420V has been provided 

newly constructed Leaches Bay electrical sub-station houses two20MVA 

transformers with provision for two future 20MVA transformers. 

The East London IDZ consists of 430ha of prime serviced industrial land, developed and 

serviced sites in the zone which have been packaged into 

each designed to serve specific investor needs. 

all zones individually fenced with a 

fence and a 3m high internal electrified fence. 

data assessment systems to monitor access 

trances.   

 

The East London IDZ can be accessed through a newly built dual carriageway 

to carry both light and heavy vehicles.  

A minimum basic electricity supply equal to 100kVA at 420V has been provided 

station houses two20MVA 

transformers with provision for two future 20MVA transformers.  
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o Water - Portable water supply systems are designed to cater for an average demand 

of 20kl/day per net hectare of industrial land, with a peak instantaneous demand 

capability of up to 4.2 times the average daily demand.  

  

o Telecommunications 

• A high speed fiber optic underground cable system has been installed 

throughout zone 1A, B and D, which can be linked to Telkom (national service) 

or alternatively an independent communications service provider. 

• The zone offers a highly-competitive telecommunications services due to the 

East London IDZ's Value Added Network (VAN) license.  

• VolP (Voice over Internet Protocol) allows for the use of broadband internet 

connection instead of regular landlines for cost saving.  

 

� Investment Incentives 

 

Within the broader South African trade climate, there are several favourable trade 

agreements and government incentives for investors: 

  

o African Growth and Opportunities Act (AGOA), which enables access to US markets  

o South Africa-European Union Free Trade Agreement, which provides for easier 

access to European Union markets  

o Free Trade agreements within the South African Development Community (SADC)  

 

The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) supports investment through various grants and 

supply-side incentives, including the: 

  

o Critical Infrastructure Fund  

o Motor Industry Development Programme  

o Small and Medium Enterprise Skills Development Programme  

o Sector Partnership Fund  

o Export Marketing Assistance Fund  

o Strategic Investment Fund  

o Accelerated depreciation of land and building 

 

Incentives specific to the East London IDZ  

  

o Preferential electricity rates for qualifying industries  

o Duty-free imports for all imported inputs used for manufacturing for export 

o Zero rate on VAT for all supplies procured in South Africa used in export 

manufacturing 

o Zone specific local incentive packages including discounted utility services and 

affordable land prices  

 

� Environment 

 

The East London IDZ has an environmental management framework which has been 

developed on a comprehensive foundation of environmental information as well as socio-

economic priorities and constitutes a guiding framework within which development activities 

must take place. 
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The aim of the framework is to ensure that development within the IDZ takes place in an 

environmentally sustainable manner. Therefore it does not invite industries which are 

incompatible with the framework such as industries in certain chemicals, mining and metals, 

footwear, pulp and paper, timber, textile, automotive, agro-processing and general 

manufacturing streams. 

  

The East London IDZ monitors noise, air and aquatic pollution. It is ISO140001 accredited 

and has implemented the necessary environment management and occupational, health and 

safety management systems. It is also compliant with global and South African legislative 

and regulatory frameworks. 

  

The zone is located in an environmentally sensitive area, both in terms of flora and fauna. In 

term of flora, it is home to important valley thicket, coastal grasslands, wetlands and dune 

thicket of which its wetlands are the most sensitive. Over 2,000 species of flora can be found 

in the zone area, 10% of which are endemic. Its valley and dune thicket are functioning 

corridors. Three rivers namely: the Hickmans, Mvubukazi and Ngqenga Rivers are found in 

the zone. The rare Marine Clawed Lobster can be found in the Hickmans River. 

  

o 2006/2007 environmental milestones - In 2006/7 financial year, the East London 

IDZ listed the following achievements: 

 

• The East London IDZ waste sorting station became operational.  

• The integrated waste management strategy is underway and is expected to be 

implemented during 2007/8. This will compel the East London IDZ and its 

investors to report on their waste generation and management activities as 

required by current legislation and the much anticipated waste management 

legislation, currently being reviewed as a bill.  

• This will be further enhanced by the East London IDZ’s cluster-driven approach, 

which provides opportunities for waste from one cluster to be used as an input 

for another. The strategy involves identifying possible inputs for industries that 

use certain waste products to manufacture goods, reducing costs for those who 

recycle.  

• The East London IDZ has also started measuring effluent from the Automotive 

Supplier Park to pre-empt and manage any possible impacts.  

• Regarding air quality monitoring at the zone, the zone intends to keep emission 

levels below 50% of legislated allowable emission limits. The East London IDZ 

has reached agreement with the Eurotype Test Centre, part of the SA Bureau of 

Standards, to jointly deal with issues of air quality monitoring on the West Bank.  

 

� Success Elements 

 

o East London IDZ is a world-class 430 hectare industrial park and the country’s first 

operational zone 

o Excellent transportation links including national road, rail and air networks as well 

as the highly efficient East London Port 

o The success of the Automotive Supplier Park at the IDZ has already helped to 

grow the local economy substantially and the IDZ is now aiming to repeat that 

success in a number of new sectors including renewable energy, mariculture and bio 

fuels 
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o The IDZ concept is rooted in the idea of clustering industries together to 

encourage logistics savings. 

o Further features of an IDZ include the proximity of the industrial complex to the 

port, transport, and other major infrastructure that can generate benefits relating 

to more efficient supply chain management, better access to manufacturing inputs, 

and more efficient access to markets.  

o The East London IDZ has a designated customs controlled area, which allows for 

duty suspension for the production of exports and VAT suspension for supplies 

procured in South Africa.  

o It also offers manufacturers an ideal location for the operation of a competitive and 

efficient industrial plant.  

o This recently-constructed zone boasts state-of-the-art infrastructure, allowing for 

the smooth operation of investor plants within the IDZ. 

o Positioned only six kilometres from East London’s river port, and two kilometres from 

the airport, the East London IDZ gives new meaning to transport networks proximity 

o East London IDZ commenced with the development of the first cluster in the zone, 

the Automotive Supplier Park (ASP). The ASP is the third of its kind in South Africa 

and it offers investors centralised logistics services and shared amenities. 

o East London IDZ is moving quickly towards achieving its goal of being the 'solution 

for companies to be globally competitive through increased efficiency’ 

o The success of the East London IDZ to date has been underpinned by the 

company’s ambition to provide infrastructure for investors, as well as design real 

benefits for each investor resulting in more efficient and cost effective operations 

o To ensure streamlined business solutions, the East London IDZ offers investors a 

government services facility for the necessary regulatory and documentation 

services. 

o East London IDZ’s approach is cluster-driven to ensure compatibility of 

investors and to explore possibilities of shared logistics and services in an attempt 

to improve each investor’s bottom line. 

 

7.4 SWOT ANALYSIS – SALDANHA BAY MUNICIPAL AREA 

 

In order for us to understand the dynamics of the local area, especially in terms of the port 

and the possibility of further industrial development within the proposed development zone, 

we take a closer look at the current Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 

(SWOT) within the Saldanha Bay Municipal area (refer to Table 7.3).   

 
Table 7.3 Current Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats within the Saldanha 

Bay Municipal area – Status Quo 

Strengths Weaknesses 

� Central location of local area in terms of 

world markets and Southern hemisphere 

economies 

� High growth potential for internationally 

competitive industries – linked to the port for 

easy trade access 

� Industrial and port development could lead to 

sustained local economic growth 

� Port is the greatest asset of the municipal 

� Local economy dominated/concentrated by 

Manufacturing and Trade sector.  

� Low level of skills in the local workforce, 

especially in terms of industry related skills 

(technical skills). 

� Currently not enough employment 

opportunities in the area. 

� High Leakage, due to close proximity to 

Cape Town (especially in terms of training 
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area and a catalyst for economic growth 

� The port is the only deep water port that is 

accessible to African West Coast Offshore oil 

and gas industry 

� Strong potential for Oil and Gas Industry to 

develop on the West Coast. Will have 

significant impact on the Saldanha Bay 

Municipal area in terms of downstream 

development opportunities (e.g. possibility of 

Saldanha to develop as supply hub, major 

industrial projects to possibly be established 

in the area and utilise natural gas as 

feedstock, fabrication to occur etc.). 

� PetroSA storage facilities are an important 

asset making the port more attractive to the 

Oil and Gas industry. 

� Large raw labour resource 

� Local authority is committed to attract 

industrial growth 

� Relatively strong Manufacturing and Trade 

sectors. 

� Strong potential for SMME development. 

� Well developed residential areas with 

supportive facilities 

� Well-established and reliable utility services 

in local area. 

� Well-established infrastructure: 

o Built settlements – high growth 

potential and low human need 

o Transport – R45 between 

Malmesbury and Saldanha 

o R27 between Cape Town and 

Saldanha 

o Major harbour 

o Number of railway lines connections 

o Airport (with possibility of 

development / expansion) 

and job opportunities) 

� Port close to Cape Town – difficult to 

compete 

� No ship repair facilities (however, possibility 

for future development by NPA) 

� Harbour facilities need to improve / expand – 

especially in terms of container loading / 

facilities (container terminal is very 

expensive) 

� Current bulk electricity supply capacity is 

limited – could be problematic for future 

development in area 

� Bulk water under pressure – especially if 

future heavy industry development occurs 

� Fishing industry saturated in decline 

� Lack of investment in the area – however, lot 

of recent interest in Saldanha Bay 

� Land availability – municipality owns no land 

within the proposed industrial development 

zone. 

 

Opportunities Threats 

� Development of an Industrial Development 

Zone (IDZ) – scope for massive economic 

growth, especially area close to the port 

� Saldanha has the potential to play a 

significant part within the oil and gas 

industry, either on the fabrication side or on 

the establishment of major industrial projects 

that will utilise natural gas as a feedstock.  

� Industries / Industrial development should 

diversify away from only steel related 

industries. 

� NPA does not proactively / timeously 

respond to the opportunities 

� Concerns regarding future bulk water and 

electricity supply – especially in terms of 

heavy industries coming into local area 

� Environmental issues – incorrect perceptions 

relating to industrial development vs. 

environmental sustainability (tourism 

development) 

� Small town mentality – especially at 

community level 
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� Many downstream opportunities - especially 

for beneficiation of various products (raw 

material beneficiation – minerals, tiles, iron-

ore etc). 

� Specialist services and skills training within 

Saldanha Bay is necessary to attract further 

industrial investment  

� Saldanha port can play complimentary role 

to Cape Town port – which is reaching its 

capacity 

� Possibility to develop a dry dock within 

Saldanha Bay – which would create various 

job opportunities (high-tech, highly qualified 

jobs) 

� Heavy engineering and ship repairs, 

particularly for offshore oil and gas industry 

� Port has the capacity to expand (Oil and Gas 

fabrication will start this year and in terms of 

future development plans - ship repair / 

building, increase footprint in energy sector,  

the possibility of an oil pipeline from 

Saldanha to Cape Town – PetroSA and 

recreation activities on breakwater side such 

as restaurants, curio shops, walking areas 

etc.) 

� “Critical mass” for  container storage is 

growing and will be feasible for the port to 

operate as a container terminal 

� Opportunity exists to improve air links 

� Offshore gas creates option for gas turbines, 

cheap fuel / electricity, feedstock to big 

industries, fabrication possibility, Saldanha 

could possibly become supply hub of the 

west coast 

� Exploration of oil and gas could be an 

opportunity to build oil platforms in the local 

area 

� Large existing raw labour pool available for 

specific skills training 

� Municipality should form public-private 

partnerships / joint ventures / land availability 

agreements with land owners to unlock land  

� Close proximity of the N7 and R45 national 

highways. 

� Strong transport linkages with the 

surrounding economies. 

� Oil and Gas Infrastructure 

� Development of Harbour 

� Potential for an Airport (possible plans to 

� Own interests agenda’s of certain groupings 

� Private land ownership – makes the price of 

land expensive and discourage bona fide 

industrial development 

� Limited job opportunities for growing number 

of job seekers. 

� Strong competition from the rest of the 

Western Cape in terms of Trade, Finance, 

Manufacturing and Tourism. 

� High levels of unemployment and crime 

throughout South Africa. 

� Concentration of heavy metal particles in the 

water in the bay affects the growth potential 

of the mussel / mariculture industry. 
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upgrade the local airport) 

� Possibility to develop a 450MW power plant 

within the local area – unskilled labour 

needed 
Source: Compilation of Demacon, 2009; LED Strategy, 2005; Urban Dynamics, 2003 & Other 

 

7.5 CHECKLIST FOR A DEVELOPMENT ZONE / IDZ DEVELOPMENT 

 

The following table (Table 7.4) is a preliminary checklist for the Saldanha Bay Municipal 

area to identify what they currently have and what they need in future in order to develop a 

Development Zone / Industrial Development Zone. 

 

Table 7.4 Preliminary checklist for the development of a Development Zone / IDZ  

PRELIMINARY CHECKLIST YES NO 

Does the region have potential to develop? 
�  

 

Possibility to develop connections within the region, then seek connections 

outside of region 

�   

Areas of economic activity should not be situated too far apart 
�   

Develop region from the inside and then make contact with adjoining regions 

for further development and extensions 

�   

Routes linking several economic centres, countries, ports  
�   

One or more mode of transport 
�   

Deep water port 
�   

Area / zone along important connectivity routes between different cores 
�   

Efficient transport (promote internal and external trade) 
�   

Land availability 
�  �  

Efficiency of services and infrastructure – well-established reliable utility 

services (water, electricity, sewage treatment, telecommunications) 

�  �  

Networking - Public-Private partnerships / joint ventures / land availability 

agreements in order to attract investments and attain land 

 �  

Government support and facilitation needed 
�  �  

Development incentives (tax incentives) 
�  �  

Human resources - Skilled labour force 
 �  

Take environment into account (EIAs etc.) 
�   

Possible markets 
�   

Funding for development 
 �  

Raw materials 
�   

Leadership and vision 
�  �  

E-commerce and IT as development base in globalisation 
 �  

Note: Some of the above are illustrated as "Yes" as well as "No", due to current limiting factors (i.e. Land availability - there are 
land available in the area (Yes), but it is in the hands of the private sector and should be purchased in future for further 
development (No). 
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In terms of the different variables that were marked as “YES” and “NO”, the following are 

necessary: 

 

� Land availability – currently almost no land belongs to the municipality (or public 

sector) and is situated within the hands of the private sector. Land purchases or land 

availability agreements or joint ventures are necessary to overcome this obstacle. 

However, the Saldanha Bay Municipality already signed MOUs with two of the 

landowners within the proposed IDZ (Mr Haasbroek and Mr Stigling). 

� Efficiency of services – services and infrastructure are in place for the development 

of a development zone / industrial development zone. Services such as water, 

electricity may be under pressure if such a development would take place. This 

would need to be taken into consideration in terms of future developments. The 

provision of modern and appropriate infrastructure is, apart from financial motivation 

and client services, one of the most important ways used to attract direct investors to 

a development zone. The infrastructure, in many cases, serves as catalyst for 

development. Most of the international EPZ’s and Free Zones’ management bodies 

are focused on accelerated road and utility improvement and the provision of 

serviced land and buildings, which includes innovation through public-private 

partnerships. Important factors in infrastructure provision are the development of the 

associated airport and harbour to accommodate a large variety of freight and 

passenger transfer modes with supportive services. Emphasis is laid on the reduction 

of delivery times, transfer times and transport costs. 

� Government support and facilitation – the local municipality supports such a 

development, but strategic lobbying is also necessary at National and Provincial 

government level. 

� Development incentives (tax incentives) - National Treasury released the draft 

regulations relating to tax incentives in support of government’s industrial policy 

strategy during March (2009). The regulations are expected to address a number of 

objectives of the industrial policy, including energy efficiency, skills development, 

procurement from small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and industrial 

upgrading. The draft regulations define the pre-requirements for an industrial policy 

project to qualify for tax incentives and the point scoring system applicable to 

Greenfield and Brownfield industrial projects. DTI had been working with the National 

Treasury on these guidelines and hopes to finalise the regulations during 2009. 

� Leadership and vision - A strong business leadership and development vision is 

needed to guide and manage the overall development of the IDZ. Leadership efforts 

are not only driven by the public sector, but also the private sector in the region 

beyond the borders of the IDZ and port. Underlying to this is the availability and 

empowerment of a strong leader / leading organisation that will drive the 

development process through initiative, creativity, vision, networking and 

entrepreneurship. 
 
It is evident that the issues identified (in terms of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 

and threats and the preliminary checklist) as a result of the existing enabling environment, 

should be addressed in order for the Saldanha Bay Municipal area (i.e. Saldanha 

Development Zone) to become a national / international recognised industrial destination. 

Transport infrastructure (especially the harbours and airports), financial incentives and fast-

tracked regulation, human resource development, catering for an effective logistics 

environment etc., should be included and addressed in terms of this. 
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The implementation of coherent programmes to develop the enabling environment of 

Saldanha Bay to world-class standard must be included in the overall plan for the Saldanha 

Bay IDZ development. This will also ensure that the specific needs of potential investors can 

be addressed at an early stage. 

 

7.6 PRACTICAL INDICATORS FOR DEVELOPING THE SALDANHA IDZ IN TERMS OF 

THE PRECEDING CASE STUDIES 

 

� Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) 

 

As part of the study that preceded a few case studies (international and national) were 

investigated to determine some of the Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) that ensured 

success and that could be implemented in the Saldanha IDZ. To summarise, the main KPI’s 

evident from the case studies were as follows: 

 

o Underlying principle: Leadership and Vision: A strong business leadership and 

development vision is needed to guide and manage the overall development of the 

IDZ. Leadership efforts are not only driven by the public sector, but also the private 

sector in the region beyond the borders of the IDZ and port. Underlying to this is the 

availability and empowerment of a strong leader / leading organisation that will drive 

the development process through initiative, creativity, vision, networking and 

entrepreneurship. 

 

o E-commerce and IT as a development base in globalisation: In order to promote 

world competitiveness, whilst attracting and encouraging direct investment, the IDZ 

has to develop a platform through which modern trends in communication and 

business interaction can be incorporated. 

 

o Innovation and research: More recent developments in international and national 

industrial developments were characterised by emphasis on product design, 

development and innovation, which secured market access. 

 

o Networking: All the Free Zones / IDZs examined have an established, or well-

developed, platform for inter-industrial networking. These networking systems are an 

extension of the establishment of various industrial clusters in the areas. Effective 

networking has the benefits that it provides the various sub-supplies networks with a 

strong, visible identity, while strengthening the international competitiveness of the 

region’s suppliers. 

 

o Infrastructure: The provision of modern and appropriate infrastructure is, apart from 

financial motivation and client services, one of the most important ways used to 

attract direct investors to a special development zone. The infrastructure, in many 

cases, serves as catalyst for development. Most of the international EPZ’s, Free 

Zones and national IDZs’ management bodies are focused on accelerated road and 

utility improvement and the provision of serviced land and buildings, which includes 

innovation through public-private partnerships. Important factors in infrastructure 

provision, is the development of the associated harbour (and airport) to 

accommodate a large variety of freight and passenger transfer modes, with 
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supportive services. Emphasis is laid on the reduction of delivery times, transfer 

times and transport costs. 

 

o Human resources: The development of available human resources and the 

attraction of foreign labour forms an integral part of the development programmes for 

Free Zones and IDZs. This contributes to the empowerment and improvement of the 

living standards of labourers, skills transfer and empowerment. Human skills and 

talent is seen as one of the main assets. Development of the workforce is generally 

characterised by liaison with tertiary and other educational and training institutions. 

Furthermore, effort is put in creating a favourable working environment by 

establishing appropriate social amenities, facilities and credit schemes that promote 

productivity and lower labour costs. 

 

o Logistics: The need to address the logistics needs of investing industries is an 

aspect that features strongly in all the international and national zones. Logistics is 

overall seen as a key element for attracting investment. Best practices in this regard 

include on-site air / sea cargo centres for storage and transfer, one-stop cargo 

centres for import / export documentation, educational programmes in logistics, 

hosting international logistics, IT and freight movement expositions and creating 

inter-modal terminals / services for convenient goods transfer. 

 

o Incentives: Apart from the exemption of import and export duties offered by Free 

Zones and EPZ’s worldwide, several other incentives are being provided to support 

investment. These range from fiscal incentives (tax holidays and grants) to customer 

care and quality control. Incentives must be tailor-made for the needs of investors 

and must be provided efficiently. Additional incentives include political stability, 

guarantees against expropriation, relaxation of foreign exchange controls, a stable, 

productive and adequate labour force, appropriate infrastructure and facilities, good 

control and management, effective support systems and streamlined application and 

approval procedures and regulations. 

 

o Regional development approach: Most of the areas adapt a development and 

management approach that stretches beyond the borders of the Free Zone, EPZ or 

IDZ. As these zones form an integral part of the broader economy, strong emphasis 

is placed on the development of the broader region in which the zone is located. 

Interaction is therefore achieved between new investors and existing businesses and 

suppliers. Development programmes also include small business support, tourism 

promotion and social development. 

 

o Profile of activities: The establishment of industries in EPZ’s or IDZ’s is determined 

by the beneficiation of locally available resources and assets, as well as the 

establishment of new industrial sectors and production lines. However, production is 

targeted at world consumption and consequently determined by world trends. As a 

result, many industrial areas incorporated electronic and IT-related industries. 

Furthermore, most of the industrial areas are characterised by the establishment of a 

few leading or core industries (whether it is foreign direct investment or indigenous 

industries) and the development of industrial clusters around these industries. This 

creates necessary economies of scale, increased competitiveness and visibility, a 

platform for cooperation and innovation and networking. 
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o Marketing: The only way to effectively access and secure market is through the 

marketing of high quality products and opportunities to potential investors and target 

markets. Professional people with industrial background are mostly used in 

cooperation with business people to market the zones to potential investors. 

Investors need advice and risk-reducing support both before and after the 

establishment of operations in the zone. The focus of an IDZ is to bring foreign 

investment into the area. The marketing should thus be focused nationally as well as 

internationally. The main purpose of the IDZ is to generate new business within the 

area / South Africa. 

 

o Environmental management: Environmental management plays an important role 

in the establishment of any industrial or business enterprise. Locations on the sea 

front are even more sensitive to environmental impact. There are a few ways in 

which responsibility is dealt with, namely the traditional “polluter pays principle”; a 

subsidy granted by the state for pollution control, or waste treatment facilities 

provided by the state or private investors. 

 

These KPI’s should be incorporated within the establishment of the Saldanha IDZ, which will 

ensure that the IDZ compares favourably with international and national special development 

zones.  

 

7.7 IMPERATIVES FOR ESTABLISHING AN IDZ WITHIN SALDANHA 

 

The development of investment incentives for any area is influenced by a number of factors. 

In this section, certain aspects which influence the choice of investors relating to locations 

will be highlighted. These are as follows: 

 

� Legal considerations 

 

This sub-section highlights some of the legal considerations and requirements that local 

authorities should be aware of when considering activities related to economic development 

such as proposing investment incentives. 

 

National economic policies and programmes have shifted focus from major industrial growth 

towards smaller industries, such as SMMEs as an option for economic growth and 

employment creation. Although the focus has shifted, it does not mean that developments of 

larger scale are not sought. 

 

The White Paper on Local Government Ordinances points strongly to the increasing role that 

local authorities have to play in economic development. It is therefore important to note that 

some legal considerations arise. 

 

� Land 

 

In terms of Local Government Ordinance, municipal land cannot be sold below its market 

value. However, the local authority can apply to the Premier for special permission to reduce 

the cost of its land in a specific development. Local Authorities can donate land to certain 

non-profit organisations. It can also lease land and property at a nominal rate for certain 

types of organisations. 
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� Planning Legislation 

 

Currently, the local authorities are working with Town Planning and Township Ordinance. 

The Development Facilitation Act (Act 67 of 1995) paves the way for drastic changes with 

regards to the traditional approach to economic development. More specifically, the DFA can 

be characterised by: 

 

o “fast track” approach to development 

o Initiating development 

o Rapid resolving of conflicts 

o Fundamental review of planning systems 

 

The implications of the DFA are that the local authorities can implement new processes 

which will be better equipped and more streamlined to cope with potential investments. 

 

� Zoning 

 

The Zoning of an area is regulated in terms of the Town Planning Scheme. Any 

amendments of applications for rezoning have to follow lengthy and time-consuming 

procedures (often as long as two years). The DFA offers a fast track process of 

approximately 4 months. Historically, zoning has been characterised by single usage – areas 

for residential and commercial purposes. In their efforts to amend their Town Planning 

Schemes, the local authority may want to explore more flexible and economically efficient 

mixed-use zoning schemes. 

 

� Investments 

 

A local authority can invest or take equity in a company, provided that one of the objects of 

that company is related to the functions or services provided by the municipality. However, 

local authorities are not allowed to take equity in businesses that fall outside their function. 

 

� Loans / Start-Up / Venture Capital 

 

Under existing legislation, local authorities are not permitted to grant loans, start-up or 

venture capital. However, Section 218(1) of the Constitution provides for the different 

spheres of government, including local authorities, to guarantee loans if the guarantee 

complies with the condition set out in the legislation. 

 

� Health and safety by-laws 

 

Local authorities have by-laws on health and safety. In relation to the emerging and new 

forms of economic activities, some of these by-laws are considered inappropriate. For 

example, food-handling by-laws set strict requirements and standards in relation to 

restaurants yet have a different set of standards for food vendors. The local authority should 

review these by-laws to ensure a proper balance between development needs and general 

public interest. The local authority can furthermore make these by-laws available to the 

general public in order to assess the validity of these laws. 
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� Locational Considerations 

 

Sustainable local economic development does not necessarily result from fast track 

procedures. The retention, expansion and attraction of businesses and industries are one of 

the most productive ways of stimulating the local economy and creating new employment 

opportunities. For most industries, the decision to expand local operations or relocate to a 

new area is influenced by a number of factors. The following table (Table 7.5) shows the ten 

most important factors influencing the decision-making process of relocating to a specific 

region and sub-region. 

 

Table 7.5 Influencing factors with respect to the Location Decision Process 

Factors influencing selection of a specific 

region 

Factors influencing selection of a specific 

sub-region 

� Financial incentives 

� Labour availability 

� Development agency activity 

� Labour costs 

� Site/premises availability 

� Government attitudes 

� Overall costs 

� Availability of specific skills 

� Transport costs 

� Labour quality 

� Site/premise availability 

� Cost to rent site 

� Air transport 

� Labour availability 

� Road transport 

� Development agency activity 

� Proximity to markets 

� Transport costs 

� Financial Incentives 

� Labour quality 

Source: Demacon ex Cooper & Lybrand, 2009  

 

� Utility Cost and Reliability Supply 

 

Utility costs such as electricity, water etc. are relatively expensive in South Africa. The 

reliability of service provision is another factor that has a direct impact on the national 

economy and on international investors’ location decisions to invest in South African IDZs.   

 

In terms of the meeting held at Coega IDZ, Mr Mustapha stated that they signed initial 

anchors within the IDZ, but the electricity situation within South Africa and the problems 

associated with it had a significant impact on the companies that wanted to invest within 

Coega which led to their decision of not investing in Coega / South Africa. 

 

In order to attract and promote investment in an area, the municipality should seek to 

promote and maximise the area’s competitive advantages in the above-mentioned factors. In 

addition to the core functions of local government as set out in the Constitution, the 

Municipal Structures Act and the Municipal Systems Act, the role of the Saldanha Bay 

Municipality in investment promotion and facilitation should include the following: 

 

o Creation of a package of local or regional incentives and concessions to attract 

and support business activities 

o Maintenance of a lobbying capacity for specific programmes, projects, offices, 

facilities and other services that may relocate to the area 

o Establishment and maintenance of a regional business inventory and database, 

including skills base, public owned land, commercial sites, rental rates, etc. 
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o Provision of relevant and up-to-date information and analysis on the local 

business environment 

o Creation of a “fast track process unit” in local government for handling planning, 

information and regulatory activities 

o Branding and promotion of the area as a centre of excellence in this regard 

o Development of an Investor Start-up Pack, as joint venture with the Western Cape 

Department of Economic Development and Tourism etc. 

o Joint financing of catalytic projects 

o Development of catalytic infrastructural projects 

o Cooperation in regional marketing initiatives: co-financing, presence in marketing-

cum-study tours and hosting of investment conferences 

o Political support and lobbying. 

 

7.8 DEVELOPMENT FINANCE / INCENTIVES 

 

Apart from the human resource development mechanisms, environmental aspects and 

infrastructure requirements, the financial system plays an important part in the creation of a 

favourable enabling environment. It is the function of the financial sector to ensure that 

sufficient resources are mobilised to finance the implementation of development projects. 

More specifically, the availability of financial incentives, also serves the purpose of creating 

an attractive development environment. 

 

Types of Incentives: 

Financial incentives form part of a range of incentives available to the development 

implementation agent. Typical incentives include a combination of the following (Wanklin, 

2000): 

 

� Tax Incentives: Local authorities in the United States frequently use reduced tax 

rates as an incentive to encourage investment in commerce and industry. South 

African local authorities are currently prevented from utilising these types of 

concessions. 

� Infrastructure: These concessions often involve the provision of serviced industrial 

and commercial sites or special efforts to develop infrastructure and services in 

selected commercial areas in response to the needs of prospective investors. 

� Land and Buildings: An incentive package of this type may involve the sale, 

transfer or rental of land, buildings or other facilities owned by the local authority on 

concessionary terms in order to attract investment or to assist the development 

organisation. However, local authorities must ensure that they are in compliance with 

national and provincial legislation on the disposal of public assets. 

� Regulatory Reform: These concessions involve special efforts by the local authority 

to reduce constraining regulation and zoning that may stand in the way of potential 

business development. 

� Finance: Some international cities provide financial assistance in the form of special 

grants, access to start-up capital, bridging finance and credit, loan guarantees or the 

underwriting of risks. However, South African local authorities are currently prohibited 

from undertaking these activities. 

� Approval Process: One of the most basic incentives involves facilitating prompt 

decisions such as the approval of building plans and re-zoning applications. 

Prospective investors will lose interest if local authorities take too long to approve 
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plans and applications. The establishment of a one-stop centre could facilitate this 

process more efficiently. 

 

Incentives for South African IDZ’s 

According to the Industrial Development Programme (which was published as contemplated 

by the Manufacturing Development Act, no 187 of 1993), the following arrangements are 

relevant to IDZs established in South Africa: 

 

� All IDZ operators and enterprises, as well as enterprises conducting business in the 

customs secured area, are entitled to the benefits and incentives of the South African 

IDZ programme; 

� An IDZ operator and enterprise shall also be entitled to apply for any other benefits or 

incentives offered from time to time by the Republic of South Africa; 

� The IDZ operator, in cooperation with the relevant organs of state, will establish a 

one-stop centre at a central location within the IDZ for receiving all applications and 

declarations by IDZ enterprises, as well as where all permits and approvals will be 

distributed; 

 
The following import / export incentives will apply: 

 
� Custom duties, levies and fees (or similar financial obligations) will not apply to 

imports to or exports from a customs secured area, which include capital equipment, 

construction equipment, machinery, tools, spare parts, raw materials, office 

equipment and furniture, intermediate goods, supplies, packaging materials, 

consumer goods appropriate to the industry, equipment and materials for the health 

and benefit of employees and operations related transport equipment. This, however, 

excludes imported used equipment and machinery, as well as imported passenger 

and private cars and fuel. 

� Goods imported into the customs secured area of an IDZ by a registered vendor 

situated therein will be exempt from value-added tax. Furthermore, the supply of 

goods delivered by a vendor in the Republic to a vendor in the IDZ under sale or 

instalment credit agreement will be subject to a zero percent value-added tax rate. 

Similarly, goods supplied under sale or instalment sale agreement and removed by a 

registered vendor in the IDZ will be subject to a refund of value-added tax in 

accordance with the provisions made in the Export Incentives Act. The supply of 

goods out of the IDZ into the Republic will be subject to value-added tax when 

cleared for home-consumption in the Republic. 

� Sales from a customs secured area to the customs territory (the Republic of South 

Africa) will be deemed to be imports governed by the Customs and Excise Act (Act 

91 of 1964). It will therefore be subjected to normal customs policy. Similarly, sales 

from the customs territory to the customs secured area will be governed by the same 

Act. 

 

Basically, the Customs Secured Area (CSA) is fenced off from the rest of the host-country 

and patrolled. If any goods leave the IDZ into the host-country, they are subject to import 

duties. The effect of the duty-free status is therefore that raw materials or unfinished goods 

can be obtained from anywhere in the world as if they had been sourced locally, and only the 

cost of the sea or air transport is added. This incentive furthermore saves the costs resulting 

from delays while goods are being cleared through customs. The Department of Trade and 
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Industry’s policy is not to offer any fiscal incentives to IDZ’s over and above those already in 

place. The provision of a blanket six year tax holiday in IDZ’s have been proposed instead of 

having industries qualify for the three components which give a two-year tax holiday each. 

 

General Incentives: 

The main incentives currently provided by the DTI include the following: 

 

� The Small Medium Enterprise Development Programme (SMEDP) - This 

programme is designed to elicit a higher level of domestic and foreign private 

investment and employment and wealth creating industries to attend to the 

challenges of job creation and poverty alleviation through promoting sustainable 

economic growth and skills development. All new projects or the expansion of 

existing projects involved in qualifying activities are eligible for this incentive. The 

qualifying activities include the following: 

 

o Manufacturing 

o Tourism 

o High-value agricultural projects and agro-processing 

o Certain business services 

o Information and communication technology investments 

o Aquaculture 

o Bio-technology industries 

o Cultural industries. 

 

The incentive package provides for the following: 

 

o An Investment Grant payable for the first two years on approved qualifying 

assets 

o An additional Investment Grant payable on the third year, based on the ratio of 

Human 

o Resource remuneration, expressed in terms of manufacturing cost (with a 

minimum of 30%) 

o A Foreign Investment Grant, limited to US$150 000 per project for qualifying 

investments in new machinery and equipment not exceeding R20 million 

investment (excluding commercial vehicles). 

o A Foreign Investment Grant, limited to US$50 000 per project for qualifying 

investments in new machinery and equipment not exceeding R5 million 

investment (excluding commercial vehicles). 

o The incentive period is limited to an overall maximum period of 36 consecutive 

months. 

 

� Export Marketing and Investment Assistance Scheme (EMIA) - The EMIA was 

created with the purpose to partially compensate exporters for certain cost incurred in 

respect of activities that are aimed at the development of export markets for South 

African products and to recruit new foreign direct investment into South Africa. The 

following EMIA schemes are available: 

 

o Primary Export Market Research: financial assistance to compensate for costs 

incurred in developing new export markets (including economy class return 
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airfares, subsistence allowance, transport of samples, marketing materials and 

product registration). 

o Foreign Direct Investment Research: Financial assistance provided to persons 

for costs incurred in recruiting new foreign direct investment into South Africa 

through personal contact in foreign countries (include economy class return 

airfares, subsistence allowance, and marketing materials) 

o Exhibition Assistance: Assistance provided to South Africa exporters to 

introduce South African products into foreign markets by participation in suitable 

foreign exhibitions. 

o Outward-selling Trade Missions: Financial assistance to South African 

exporters who wish to make contact with foreign buyers with the view to 

concluding new export orders. 

o Outward Investment Recruitment Missions: Financial assistance to South 

African enterprises participating in Outward Investment Recruitment Missions 

with a view to encourage and attract foreign direct investment into South Africa. 

o Inward-buying Trade Missions: Financial assistance to organizers of inward 

buying trade missions to enable prospective buyers to make contact with South 

African exporters to conclude export orders. 

o Inward Investment Missions: Financial Assistance to qualifying organizers of 

inward investment missions to facilitate foreign direct investment in the country. 

o Assistance to Industry-specific sectors: Financial assistance provided to 

specific industry sectors with the view of developing new export markets. Sector 

task teams have been formed for the following sectors: Agro-processing; 

chemicals; electrical products; capital equipment; metal sand allied industries; 

motor assembly and components; clothing and textiles; footwear, leather 

products, furniture and wood; Export Development, Small Exporter’s Programme 

and the Export Helpdesk. 

 

� Export Credit Insurance Scheme - In terms of this scheme, exporters may affect 

insurance to indemnify themselves against loss resulting from failure to receive 

payments for their goods in certain specific circumstances. The Credit Guarantee 

Insurance Corporation administers this scheme, on behalf of the DTI. 

 

� Competitiveness Fund - This fund was created to provide financial assistance for 

improving competitiveness and performance of South African companies. The 

Competitiveness Fund provides a subsidy of up to 50% for activities such as the 

acquisition of quality standards, development of web sites, market research, 

advertising and promotions. 

 

� Standard Tax Incentives - Specific tax incentives are available to investors, 

including the following: 

 

o New or second hand machinery used in manufacturing may be written off by way 

of a capital allowance, over a period of five years at 20% capital allowance; 

o Annual wear-and-tear allowance is available where machinery do not qualify for 

the 20% allowance 

o An annual depreciation allowance is available at 10% on the cost of buildings 
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o The cost of developing or acquiring patents, designs, trademarks, copyright or 

similar property may be written off over the duration of the use of such assets, or 

25 years. 

o Capital expenditure on buildings and equipment used in scientific research may 

be written off if approved by the Council of Scientific and industrial Research 

o Special deduction and allowances are available for the cost of erecting employee 

housing, and 

o Exports are zero-rated for the purposes of value-added tax and a full input credit 

is granted on the acquisition of capital intermediate goods. 

 

� Custom Duties Relief - Although South Africa has used tariff protection to promote 

domestic industrial development, the country’s policy of import replacement is 

gradually changing to one of export promotion, with the result that the Government 

has committed itself to the phasing out of surcharges and duties. By taking 

advantage of rebates and other provisions for relief, payment of duties can be 

avoided, reduced or deferred in many circumstances. Tariffs that will be reduced 

include industrial tariffs (reduced by an average of 33%), agriculture tariffs (36%) and 

textiles tariffs (reduced over nine year to a maximum of 25% on fabrics, 30% on 

household textiles and 45% on clothing). 

 

Based on the study analyses, the following incentive options were recommended for the 

Saldanha IDZ: 

 

Although the provision of service-related concessions has proven to be of high value, other 

types of incentives need to be established, which will have significant influence in attracting 

investment. Examples of these include: 

 

� A one-stop business centre and marketing centre; 

� Media marketing facilities; 

� The provision of well-located serviced land; 

� Transport subsidies for export and the supply of raw materials; 

� Capital incentives; 

� The provision of accredited training courses by the public and private sector, in 

cooperation with educational institutions 

 

It is evident that the IDZ will fulfil an important function, not only in the creation of 

employment in the Saldanha Bay municipal area, but also as an industrial impetus to the 

South African economy. However, in order to ensure that investors take a favourable look at 

the area, the enabling environment and its elements, should be streamlined and 

coordinated, providing for the specific needs of the investors. 

 

Most important, is the harbour and its development plans as well as the possibility of 

expanding the airport. These facilities serve as the backbone of the IDZ. Should these 

facilities fail to accommodate the export and import needs of future industries, Saldanha will 

lose potential investment to other growing industrial areas, such as Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal 

etc. Road and rail infrastructure is considered relatively adequate at the present stage, 

however, the needs of future investors will necessitate that provision will have to be made to 

expand and upgrade these services in the near future. Provision for engineering services 
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must be made and it should be kept in mind that certain industries will require high quality 

water which will have to be provided. 

 

The Saldanha Municipal area is characterised by high unemployment rates and lack the 

sufficient skills to be used in especially high-tech industries. Several industries can be 

established which are labour intensive, therefore having the potential to provide for the large 

proportion of employees. Several institutions are also located within South Africa, which will 

be able to assist investors with in-house training. However, it will also be necessary for IDZ 

enterprises to contribute to skills-transfer in this regard. 

 

Lastly, it will be necessary for the proposed Saldanha IDZ development company to 

introduce clear guidelines regarding incentives to investors. International experience 

indicated that incentives (whether it is financial or otherwise) play a vital role in attracting 

industries to a specific location. The introduction of worthwhile incentives will therefore 

confirm Saldanha’s dedication to economic growth and development. 

 

7.9 SYNTHESIS 

 

In terms of the preceding case studies, it was established that neither the Coega IDZ (mixed 

clusters) nor the East London IDZ (mostly automotive cluster) will be in direct competition 

with the proposed Saldanha IDZ. Richards Bay IDZ (which was not analysed in this section) 

could perhaps be the only primary competition for the Saldanha IDZ, especially in terms of 

their steel cluster. However, Richards Bay as well as Saldanha Bay’s steel industry are 

mainly managed by Arcelor Mittal which could prevent unhealthy competition and lead to 

further advantages.   

 

The preceding case studies further affirmed that there is a broader economic rationale 

behind an IDZ investment decision and this necessitates government of parastatal 

development agency to be the principal agent / investment driver. The above furthermore 

affirms that the project cannot be analysed purely at profit based investment return models, 

but should also be analysed in terms of the broader regional and macroeconomic benefits 

determined for an IDZ. 

 

The Saldanha IDZ study incorporated three pertinent modelling inputs, namely the Space 

Demand Model, the Residual Return Model and the Economic Impact Model. For the 

purposes of this study these models were used throughout the study and the preliminary 

investment decisions could be guided by them. They were as follows: 

 

� The Space Demand Model confirmed the extended take-up of the Saldanha Bay 

area with an IDZ Catalytical effect. It was estimated that in terms of Saldanha area 

with an IDZ Catalytical effect, it is anticipated that an industrial component of 

approximately 572 ha could be supported within the proposed node between 2014 

and 2024.  It will require a capital investment of approximately R2.6 billion and will 

create approximately 7 723 employment opportunities.   

 

� The Residual Model: In terms of the Residual Model (refer to Chapter 8) a 

conventional Land-to-Stand approach were followed. An IDZ does not necessarily 

work according to this principle.  
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� Economic Impact Model – The Economic Impact Model (refer to Chapter 8) 

investigated the impacts of the IDZ development in terms of the broader and national 

region. 

 

These models will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

 

 


